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Preface 
URlNG AMERICA'S SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHTS press and public attention focuses on the 
Johnson Space Center in Houston. The press and public often put questions to JSC technical and 
management staff. This fourth JSC Almanac supplies answers for many such questions, and pro- 
vides an informational resource for speeches to general interest groups. This Almanac is not necessarily 
comprehensive or definitive. It is not intended as a statement of JSC or NASA policy. However, it does 
provide a much needed compilation of information from diverse sources. These sources are given as ref- 
erences, permitting the reader to obtain additional information as required. While every effort has been 
made to ensure accuracy and to reconcile statistics, users requiring the most up-to-date and accurate 
information should contact the office supplying the information at issue. The Almanac is updated periodi- 
cally as needed. The following off ices were responsible for supplying material for this update. 
AC Director's Office ........................................ Organizational Structure 
AH Human Resources Office ......................... JSC Workforce 
.................................. BB Procurement Office Procurement Activities 
LA Comptroller's Office .................................. NASAIJSC Budget Activities 
Economic Impact 
JSC Workforce 
KA Space Station Projects Office .................. Spacecraft DimensionsIFlight Summary Information 
CA Flight Crew Operations ............................. NASA Manned Space Program Summaries 
JA Center Operations Directorate ................. History of JSC 
Real EstateIPhysical Location 
Training and Test Facilities/LaboratoriesIAircraft 
AP Public Affairs Office .................................. History of NASA 
History of JSC 
NASA Manned Space Program Summaries 
Readers with suggtlstions for corrections or improvements to this Almanac should report them 
to Management Services DtvisionIJM. 
William A. Larsen 
Chief, Management Services Division 
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I. History of NASA 
0 N MARCH 3, 191 5, President Woodrow Wilson signed a Navy appropriations bill with a rider establishing the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA! to 
address the United States effort in aeronautical 
research. In June 1920, the first NACA facility 
opened in Langley, Virginia (see map). In August 
1939, a second facility was authorized at Moffett 
Field, California (Ames), followed soon by another 
in C!eveland, Ohio (Lewis Research Center). 
The space age began on October 4, 1957, 
whan the U.S.S.R. launched Sputnik I, the first 
orbiting artificial Earth satellite. That event sparked 
intense interest of the United States in space explo- 
ration. Congressional committees quickly devel- 
oped a space policy that was signed on July 29, 
1958 by President Dwight Eisenhower. The 
National Aeronautics and Space Act created a civil- 
ian agency to conduct research in the fields of 
aeronautics and space science. It designated the 
United States as a leader in the utilization of space 
researsh for peaceful scientific and engineering 
purposes. 
NASA's first Administrator, Keith Glennan, 
was appointed on October 1, 1958. The Deputy 
Administrator was Hugh L. Dryden. Its initial organ- 
izational core consisted of 8000 employees of 
NACA, and certain elements of the Department of 
Defecse concerned with scientific Earth satellite 
and lunar probes, the International Geophysical 
Year Satellite Program (Vanguard), the Army's von 
Braun Team and its Saturn Launch Vehicle Project, 
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. It was the first 
agency created from so many diverse programs 
that exhibited geometric growth in its earfy years. 
NASA was different in both its method and its 
goals from other Government agencies. Created 
largely as a national response to Soviet space ini- 
tiatives, it was organized to achieve specific objec- 
tives. Unlike NACA, it directed a large-scale 
research and development program performed 
largely under contract with industry. NASA's high- 
est total employment year was in 1965, when it 
employed 34,300 (8.3 percent) Federal employees 
and 376,700 (91.7 percent) private sector contrac- 
tor employees. Its unusual scientific, technological, 
and management challenges during the early 
year: made NASA an agency different from all the 
others. NASA inherited personnel and programs 
from other established research and development 
agencies of the Government and thereby quadru- 
pled in 10 years. NASA also displayed an uncom- 
mon unity of general management as its top 
managers worked together in interlocking roles 
rather than in a multilevel management structure. 
An extensive documentation system was estab- 
lished with an open-loop communications system 
to ensure that engineering specifications and 
technical management decisions were imple- 
mented properly. By law, NASA's programs were 
open and unclassified, aliowing it to operate con- 
tinuously under public scrutiny. 0 
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I I. History of JSC 
It. History of JSC 
0 NE OF NASA's first programs was Project Mercury. The Space Task Group at Lan~ley Research Center under Robert R. 
Gilruth was initially formed with 36 members. 
Within 2 years, the efforts supporting Project 
Mercury had grown so large that a new installation 
was sought. Twenty sites for the new facility were 
considered in Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Missouri, 
California, and Massachusetts. In September 1961, 
NASA Admini5:iator James E. Webb announced 
that Houston had been selected. With the commit- 
ment of President John F. Kennedy, on May 25, 
1961, to a lunar landing mission, the Space Task 
Group was redesignated as the Manned Spacecraft 
Center in November 1961. 
In September 1961, NASA requested the 
assistance of the Army Corps of Engineers in the 
design and construction of the new center to be 
built on 1020 acres of land given to Rice University 
by the Humble Oil and Refining Company (now 
Exxon). Rice deeded the land to the Government, 
and another 600 acres was purchased from Rice. 
The first phase of construction began in April 1962; 
the first permanent facilities were comple:ed in 
Septembor 1963. Final construction of all initial 
facilities was completed in April 1964. The first 
move of personnel from Langley to Houston 
occurred i? October 1962. Because construction of 
permanent facilities had not yet been completed, 
personnel were located in temporary converted 
apartment buildings, offices, and industrial buildings 
at 12 sites in southeast Houston plus facilities at 
Ellington Air Force Base (now Ellington Field). In 
February 1964, personnel began occupying the 
permanent facilities at Clear Lake. In February 
1973, the Center was renamed the Lyndon 0. 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) in honor of the late 
President. 
The JSC is now one of the nine major NASA 
field installations. The Center has been responsible 
for developing the Gemini spacecraft, the Apollo 
command and service mcdule, and the lunar mod 
ule. Modifications to the command and service 
module for the Skylab ana Apollo-Soyuz Test 
Project were also engineered at JSC. Currently, 
JSC is responsible for the design, development, 
and productiqn of the Space Shuttle Orbiters includ- 
ing integrating all major elements into the Space 
Shuttle system; testing of manned spacecraft sys- 
tems; development and integration of space flight 
experiments; application of space technology; med- 
ical and space science research; selection and 
training of astronauts; operation of manned space 
flights. 
Concurrent with the establishment of JSC, 
NASA realized that a specialized spacecraft propub 
sion test capability would be needed within the 
Agency to support the tight Apollo program schert 
ules imposed by the Kennedy mandate. 
Accordingly, the White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) 
was constructed near Las Cru8zs, New Mexico, to 
perform space systems testing of a hazardous 
nature. The isolated location and stable climate 
were ideally suited for large-scale, noisy, or haz- 
ardous tests. Propulsion testing began in 1964 with 
development and certification tests of the Apollo 
service propulsion system, lunar and service mod- 
ule reaction control subsystems, and the lunar mod- 
ule ascent and descent engines. Materials and 
components test laboratories were added in 1967 
to support recovery from the Apollo fire, and these 
laboratories continue to provide unique test support 
for the Space Shuttle and now the Space Station 
programs. In the mid-1 9703, the Shuttle orbital 
maneuvering subsystem and reaction control sub 
system engines were qualified, and testing of these 
systems is continuing. Presently, WSTF is prepar- 
ing to support long-term testing for the Space 
Station Program. 
The present and future of space exploration 
come together when astronauts test experiments 
and hardware for Space Station on Shuttle mis- 
sions. Astronal~ts are training for spacewalks to 
develop our experience base for on ohit assembly 
and maintenance of Space Station. 
Space Cerlter Houston opened in October 
1992. Space Center Houston is supported and 
directed by a non-profit foucihtion. JSC cooperates 
with Space Center Houston by opening its doors to 
tour groups and loaning historic space hardware 
formerly housed at the Building 2 visitor's center. Its 
relationship with Space Center Houston is part of 
Johnson Space Center's ongoing effort to enhance 
public understanding of the space program.0 
Ill. NASA Manned Space Program 
Summaries 
Ill. NASA Manned Space Program Summaries 
PROJECT MERCURY 
Project Mercury, America's first manned space 
flight program, officially began on October 7, 
1958. Seven astronauts were chosen in April 
1959. The program consisted of six flights total- 
ing 53 hour; in space and was filled with a num- 
ber of firsts. The first manned suborbital flight 
was on May 5, 1961, when Alan B. Shepard, Jr., 
was launched aboard Freedom 7 and became 
the first American in space. The secgnd subor- 
bital flight with Virgil I. Grissorn resulted in the 
first loss or a spacecraft in the history of manned 
flight when the Liberty Bell s a ~ k  before recovery 
ships arrived. After this fl'zbt, Redstone boosters 
were replaced by Atlas rockets for the remaining 
Mercury flights. On February 20, 1962, John H. 
Glenn, Jr., aboard Friendship 7 became the first 
American to orbit the Earth. On October 3, 1962, 
Walter M. Schirra, Jr., landed Sigma 7 success- 
fully in the Pacific Ocean. All previous flights had 
Adantic recoveries. Finally, on May 16, 1963, L. 
Gordon Cooper concluded the $392.6 million pro- 
gram by cc~pleting 22 orbits in 34 hours in Faith 
7. The Project Mercury program successfully met 
all of its objectives - to place a manned space- 
craft in Earth orbit and then recover the man and 
spacecraft safely, to demonstrate man's ability to 
survive and perform in the space environment, 
and to develop basic space technology and hard- 
ware for future manned space flight programs. 
PROJECT GEMINI 
Or? Deceniber 7, 1961, NASA announced a plan to 
develop a two-man spacecraft. On January 3, 1962, 
this program officially bcame Project Gemini. It 
was created to develop technologies essential for a 
lunar mission (i.e., rendezvous and docking), build- 
ing an experience base to bridge the gap between 
Projects Mercury and Apollo. Its major objectives 
were to develop the orbital mecharllcs of ren- 
dezvous and docking, to perfect methods cf reentrj 
and landing, and to gain additioral infonation on 
the medical and physiological effects of weightless- 
ness on aewrnembers during longduration flights. 
The first Gemini flight nn April 8, 1964, was 
unmanned in order to check the structural aspects 
of the spacecraft. The first manned Gemini flight 
was a threeorbit mission on March 23, 1965, with 
Virgil I. Grissom and John W. Young. The first 
extravehicular activity occurred during Gemini IV 
whsr, Edward H. White II became the first American 
to walk in space. The first docking of two vehicles in 
space occurred on March 16, 1966, dufng Gemini 
Vlll with Neil A. Armstrong and David R. Scott 
aboard. During Gemini XI in September 1966, a 
number of firsts were accomplished: rendezvous 
and docking with the Agena target vehicle during 
the first revcilution, tethering of two spacecraft, ren- 
dezvous using onboard computations, docking 
practice, and automatic reentry. The November 
1966 Gemini XI1 flight, with James A. Lovell, Jr. and 
Buzz Aldrin, marked the end of the $1.3 billion 
Gemini Program in which 20 astronauts logged 969 
total flight hours with 12 hours of extravehicular 
activity. 
PROJECT APOLLO 
On May 25, 1961, President John F. Kennedy 
established the main goal for the Apollo Program - 
to land Americans on the Moon before the end of 
the decade and return them safely to Earth. Other 
goals included establishing the technology to meet 
other space efforts, carrying out scientific explo- 
ration of the Moon, developing man's capabtlity to 
work in the lunar environment, and achieving 
preeminence in space for the United States. 
Initial planning for the Saturn I rocket had 
begun in 1957. In January 1962, NASA anno1 xed 
the development of the Saturn L, the largest ~&et 
vehicle ever to fly. Boeing Company received the 
contract for the first stage, North American Rockwell 
for the second stage, and Douglas Aircraft 
Corporation for the third stage called the S-IV B. 
Later in 1962, NASA announced that: the Saturn IB, 
which combined the first stage of the Saturn I and 
the third stage of the Saturn V, would be used for 
the Earth o r b i l  tests of the Apollo spacecraft. In 
August 1961, the Massachusetts InstiMe of Tech- 
nology was selected to develop the Apollo space- 
craft guidance and navigaticn system and that 
same year North American Rockwell was selected 
for the Apollo Spacecraft Command and Service 
Module Program. On November 7,1962, Grumman 
Aircraft Engirleering Corporation was selected to 
design and huild the lunar module. The first phase 
of the Satu,n launch vehide program was complet- 
ed in 1965. Testing of the Apollo command and ser- 
vice mdule was c;c~?lr>ted in 1966. 
January 27, 1967, was a tragic day for the 
Apollo Program. A fire caused by electrical arcing 
from the wiring in a near-total oxygen environment 
inside an Apollo spacecraft during ground testing at 
Launch Complex 34 at the Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC) resulted in the deaths of Virgil I. Grissom, 
Edward H. White II. and Roger B. Chaffee. Later 
that year, the program resumed testing, and on 
November 9, 1967, the first flight test of the 
ApolloISaturn V space vehicle was successfully 
completed. Apollo 4, as it was designated, had 
demonstrated the restart-~n-wbit capability of its 
third stage and the ability of the Apollo spacecraft to 
re-enter the Earth's atmosphere at lunar mission 
return speeds. Testing of the lunar module was 
done on Apollo 5 and the final unmanned test flight, 
Apollo 6, was launched April 4, 1968. 
The first manned Apollo flight, Apollo 7, lifted 
off from Launch Complex 34 at KSC on October 
11, 1968. All subsequent A p o l ~  launches were 
from Complex 39. The Apollo spacecraft was suc- 
cessfully tested, and the first live television broad- 
cast from a manned space vehicle was made. 
History's first manned flight from Earth to another 
planetary body began on December 21, 1968, 
when Frank Borman, William 4. Anders, and 
James A. Lovell, Jr., orbited the Moon and trans- 
mitted the first live television pictlires showing the 
full Earth. Apollo 9 was the first all-up manned flight 
of the ApollolSaturn V space vehicle, the first 
manned flight ot the lunar module, and the first 
Apollo extravet-icular activity (by Russell L. 
Schweickart). The dress rehearsal for the first lunar 
landing was done aboard Apollo 10 as the lunar 
module descended to within 8.4 nautia! miles of 
the Moon. Also, the first color pictures were tele- 
cast back to Earth. 
Apollo 11 attained the national goal set by 
President Kennedy in 1961. Launched on July 16, 
1969, the lunar module touched down in the Moon's 
Sea of Tranquility at 4:18 p.m. EDT, July 20. At 
1056 p.m. EDT that evening, Neil A. Armstrong 
stepped onto !he lunar surface followed by Buzz 
AMrin. Command module pilot Michael Collins ortit- 
ed above. During a 2-112 hour Moon exploration, 44 
pounds of lunar samples were collected. Apollo 12 
landed in the Ocean of Storms in November 1969, 
near the unmanned Surveyor Ill which had been on 
the Moon for 2-'ii2 years. The crew brought back 75 
pounds of lunar material and several pieces of the 
Surveyor. The mission demonstrated the ability to 
land at a selected point and included deploymenr of 
the first Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
for continuous scientific data ctrlloction on the lunar 
surface. Apollo 13 was launched April 1 1, 1 i .3, to 
land on the Fra Mauro uplands area of the Moon. A 
rupture of the service module oxygen tank on April 
13 caused a power failure of the cc, . imand and ser- 
vice module electrical system which prevented the 
lunar landing. Using the lunar module for life support 
and propulsion, James A. Lovell, Jr., '-sd W. Haise, 
Jr., and John L. Swigert, Jr., retumeo safely to Earth 
on April 17. Apollo 14 in February 1971, took over 
the mission planned for Apolio 13 and brought back 
94 pounds of lunar samples. On Apollo 15, David R. 
Scott and James B. lrvin explored the Hadley 
Apennine region of the Moon in the first lunar rover 
vehicle, collecting 171 pounds of lunar material. The 
Descartes highlands provided the background for 
the Apollo 16 crew in April 1972, to gather 21 0 
pounds of lunar rock and soil samples, again using 
a lunar rover vehicle. The final Apollo mission, 
Apollo : 7, was launched at night on December 7, 
1972. Dr. Harrison H. Schmitt became the first sci- 
entist-astronaut to land on the Moon as he and 
Eugene A. Ceman explored the Taurus-Littrow site 
and collected more than 240 pounds of samples. 
Project Apollo ended with the splashdown of Apllo 
17 on December 19,1972. 
The $25 billion Project Apollo Program sur- 
passed the goal set by President Kennedy by 
exploring the Moon twice hsfore the end of the 
1960's. The six lunar lanalrigs provided scientists 
with enough sample materials, photographs, and 
electronic data to establish preliminary findings 
about the Moon which included 
A lunar history time scale 
General agreement that "sea" regions are lava 
flow and that most craters are projectile impacts 
Scpport that the Moon haa h e n  inactive for the 
last 2 to 3 billion years 
A stronger than expected and variable magnetic 
field and a hotter t t , ~ r ~  expected interior 
Distinct differentiation between the chemical 
comp~sition of the Moon and that of the Earth 
SKYLAB PROGRAM 
'he Skylab Orbital Workshop was launched May 
14, 1973. During launch, the meteoroid shield 
needed to protect the workshop frorn tiny space 
particles and the Sun's heat was lost along with 
one solar wing. As a result, the entire Skylab pro- 
gram was endangered as hign temperatures 
made the 100-ton workshop uninhabitable, threat- 
ening foods, medicines, and films. On May 25. 
between an orbiting Apollo spsc6;raft and the 
ground via the ATS-6 communications satellite. 
This new technique more than tripled the 
communications coverage otherwise available. 
The Soyuz mission ended on July 21 and the 
Apcllo mission ended on July 24, successfully 
meeting all the primary objectives which included 
rendezvous, docking, crew transfer, and control 
center-crew interaction. 
~har ies  Conrad, Jr., Dr. Joseph P. ~ e w i n :  and 
Paul J. Weitz were finally launched toward Skylab SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM 
to begin their first task of erecting a mylar parasol 
to shade the area left unprotected by the missing 
shield and then begin their 28-day mission con- 
ducting experiments from their 269-mile high orbit. 
The second Skylab team of Alsn L. Bean, Jack R. 
Lousma, and Owen K. Garriott lifted off on July 28 
for their 59-day mission. The third and final Skylsb 
mission began on November 16 as Gerald P. 
Carr, William R. Pogue, and Edward G. Gibson 
started their 84-day stay 1r1 space. A highlight of 
this third mission was ext~risive observation and 
photography of the Comet Kohoutek. The $2.6 bil- 
lion Skylab program ended on July 11, 1979, 
when the space station re-entered the Earth's 
atmosphere near southeastern Australia after 
more thar, 6 years in space and 34,981 orbits. 
Major accomplishments were made in solar and 
stellar astronomy, in detailed study of the Earth's 
resources from. orbit, in using weightlessness for 
materials prgcessing research, and in proving that 
man can work productively in space for extended 
periods. 
APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PROJECT 
The $250 million Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, the 
world's first international manned space flight, 
was designed to test compatible rendezvous and 
docking systems for manned spacecraft in an 
effort to open the way for an international spacs 
rescue capability. 0, July 15, 1975, three 
American astronauts (Thomas P. Stafford, Vance 
D. Brand, and Donald K. Slayton) and two 
Russian cosmonauts (Aleksey A. Leoiiov and 
Valeriy N. Kubasov) were launched 7-112 hours 
apart. On July 17, docking o; the Soyuz and 
A ~ O ! ' ~ ?  spacecraft was accomplished and they 
remained together for 2 days while their crews 
conducted joint experiments and transfer apera- 
tions. 
This mission marked the first time that 
voice, television, and telemetry were rulayed 
The Space Shuttle Program was developed to 
achieve a national objective of providing eco;lom- 
ical access to space for research and commerce. 
Via reusable vehicles, payloads such as satellites 
can be delivered or retrieved. International 
involvement i- scientific experiments and slgnifi- 
cant usage j the Department of Defense are 
also part of the program. 
The Space Shuttle flight system is com- 
posed of the Orbiter, an external tank that con- 
tains all the pro?ellant used by the three main 
engines, and two soiid rocket boosters. Tne 
Orbiter is about the size and weight of a DC-9 
commercial air tra.isport plane, is designed to fly 
100 missions lasting from 7 to 30 adys each with 
a maximum crew of seven, and can carry pay- 
loads of up to 65,000 pounds into orbit. Each of 
the three main engines is fed propellants from the 
external tank which holds 1,550,000 pounds of 
liquid hydrogen and oxygen at lift-off and is the 
only part of the Shuttle system that is not 
reusable. Each solid rocket booster contains the 
largest solid rocket motor ever flown and the first 
one ever designed for reuse. (See ,he Spacecraft 
DimensionsIFlight Summary Information section 
for measurement s!atistics for the Space Shutt'e 
system.) 
On A ~ r i l  1;. 1981, a new era in manned 
space flight began as America's first reusable 
Space Shutt!e and the first winged and wheeled 
spacecrait, C~lumbia, was launched with John W. 
Young and Robert L. Crippen. This maiden flight 
was followed by three other orbital flight tests, the 
last one being launched on June 27, 1982. By 
April 1984, the Space Shuttle and her crew had 
flown four test flights and seven cperational mis- 
sions and had successfully demonstrated the &Lit- 
ity to rescue and repair damaged spacecraft in 
orbit as well as perform numerous experiments. 
In January 1986 the Challenger accident 
occurred, grounding the fleet for two and a half 
years. During this time management, operations, 
and hardware changes were niade to enhance research in Earth orb .id preparing the way for 
Shuttle safety and return to flight. Work began on Space Station, scheduled for deployment from 
Endeavo~lr in 1987. The September 29, 1968 the Sh2t;le in the late 1990s. 
launch of Discovery marked the resumption of Each Shuttle mission is unique and major 
Shuttle operations. Shuttle missions became highlights of the program are as follows. 
directed increasingly toward conducting scientific 
Space Shuttle Program Highlights 
STS Dates Highlights 
April 12-14,1981 Firs? use of solid rockets on a manned vehicle 
First time astronauts rode a new type of spaceship on its first flight 
November 12-14,1981 First time r ed spaceship was reflown with second crsw 




Land at White Sands 
Erst operational STS tight 
First flight of Challenger 
Launch of first Tracking and Data Rela; Satellite 
June 1 824,1983 
August 30-September 5,1983 
First American woman in space (Saily K. Ride) 
First n~ght launch of Space Shuttle 
First American black astronaut in spxe (Guion S. Bluford, Jr.) 
Spacelab 1 
First West European in space (Ulf Mehold) 
First non-NASA American astronaut in space (Bryon K. 
Lichtenberg, Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
November 28December 8,1983 
February 3-! 1,19&4 First untethered flight of astronauts using manned maneuvering 
units 
(Bruce McC,~ndless I! and Robert L. Stewart) 
First landing at Kennedy Space Center 
April 6-1 3,1984 First use of a direct ascent trajectory 
First planned repair of an orbiting satellite (Solar Maximum 
Mission) 
August 30-September 5,1984 First launch of Discovery 
First commercial payload specidist (Charles D. Walker, 
McDonnell Douglas) 
First Shuttle flight from which three satellites were deployed 
October 5 1  3,1284 First Canadian in s:)ace (Marc Gameauj 
First flight with two women (Sdly K. Ride and Kathryn D. Sullivan) 
First spacewalk by an ~merican woma (Kathryn D. Sullivan) 
Janu~.ry 24-27, 1985 
April 12-1 9,1985 
April 29-May 6,1 a85 
First STS dedicated Department of Defense mission 
First flight of an elected official (Sencror E. J. "Jake" Gam, Utah) 
Spacelab 3 
First time American m n a u t s  flew with live mammals aboard 
July 29-August 6,1985 
O c t h r  3-7,1985 
October 30-November 6,1985 
First flight of Atlantis 
First Space Shuttle mission largely fi~anced and operated by 
another nation (West Germany) 
First flight with eight crewmembers 
Space Shuttle Program Highlights (concluded) 
STS Dates Highlights 
November 26-December 3, 1985 
J:JIU~ 12-1 8,1986 
September 290ctober 3,1988 
May 4-8,1989 
June 5-1 4,1991 
September 12-1 8,1991 
March 24-April 2, 1992 
May 7-May 1 6,1992 
June 25July 9,1992 
September 12-20, 1992 
First Mexican in space (Rodoh Neri Vela) 
First flight of a U.S. Representative (Bill Nelson, Fla.) 
First Spanish broadcast (Franklin R. Chang-Diaz) 
First Shuttle launch since the loss of the Challenger 
First planetary probe from Shuttle (Magellan to Venus) 
First flight dedicated to researching effects of micrograwty on 
human body (Spacelab Life Sciences) 
International M'imgravi i  Laboratory 1 
First Belgian in space (Dirk Frirnoutl 
First fligM of Endeawur; first three-person EVA 
United States Microgravity Laboratory 1 ; first Extended Duration 
Orbiier (EDO) cryogenic pallet 
Spacelab Japan 1 ; first black female astronaut (Mae Jemison); 
50th Shuttle mission 
SPACE STATION (program under review) 
Space Station Freedom is the critical stepping 
stone to the continued exploration of space. 
Before we journey far beyond the boundaries of 
Earth, we must uncover the secrets of effectively 
living and working in the space environment. 
Space Station will provide the means of learning 
essential techniques to ensure the health and well 
being of future space travelers as well as providing 
the opportunity t:, learn methods of building and 
maintaining large structures in space. 
Many of NASA's recent Shuttle missions 
serve as precursors to Space Station and preview 
the potential benefits to be gained from a perma- 
nent space presence. In January 1992 STS-42, 
International Microgravity Labcratory 1 mission, 
carried a U.S. ana internationa; crew, which fore- 
shadows the international Space Station. Crew 
members from the United States, as well as 
Canada arid Europe, conducted experiments on 
the behavior of materials end living things in 
weightlessness. In June 1992 STSQO lifted off car- 
rying the United States Microgravity Laboratory 
(USML I) .  The flight set an all-time Orbiter duration 
record and demonstrated the knowledge to be 
gained from exteraed stays. It provided critical 
information in the areas of fluid dynamics, crystal 
growth, combustion science, biological science, 
and technology demonstration. The April 1992 
flight of STS-49, most famous for the dramatic 
lntelsat satellite rescue, illustrates the need for 
Space Station. No amount of rehearsal on Earth 
can replace the experience to be gained by work- 
ing there. 
The Johnson Space Center plays a major 
role in the development of this country's first per- 
manent orbiting space station. 
The Space Station Projects Office is respon- 
sible for design and dsvelopment of many of 
Station's hardware and distributed systems. This 
includes the station's integrate: truss (or back- 
bone), resource nodes, airlock, and mobile trans- 
porter. Distributed systems include the data tnan- 
agement system (DMS), ihermal control system 
(TCS), communications and tracking system 
(C&T), and guidance, navigation and control sys- 
tem (GN&C). In addition, the Projects Office is 
responsible for software development and verifi- 
cation. All of this work is carried out with the sup- 
port of Engineering, Life Sciences, and Flight 
Crew Directorates. 
The Mission Operations Projects Office is 
responsible for mission planning and analysis, 
training, crew operations, flight operations execu- 
tion, logistics, medical operations, ~ r l d  operations 
facility development. 
The Shuttle Program Office is involved in 
working interfaces between the Shuttle and 
Space Station while the Flight Crew Office pro- 
vides input to all aspects of the Program. Another 
JSC office invoived in the Space Station effort is 
the Assured Crew Return Vehicle project office. 
This office is investigating means of rescuing the 
Station's crew should an emergency develop. 
Space Station when complete will measure 
353 feet from end to end - the size of a football 
field with end zones. It will weigh nearly 300 tons - 
the size of a fully loaded 747 jet - and its solar 
arrays will gqnerate enough electrical power to run 
five earthbound households. Four crew members 
will live on board for stays of up to two months. 
They will work 10-hour days conducting life science 
and microgravity research. 
At JSC, the Space Station's development 
and design is well underway. In fact, develop- 
ment testing of many of its systems is  in 
progress, and fabrication of flight hardware has 
begun. In less than a year the program will com- 
plete its Critical Design Review, a major rnile- 
stone on the way to First Element Launch (FEL) 
in March 1996.3 
IV. Spacecraft DimensionsIFlight Summary 
Information 
IV. Spacecraft Dimensions1 
Flight Summary Information 
U. S. MANNED SPACECRAFT DIMENSIONS 
IF 
Mercury 
Height: 2.9 meturs (9.5 feet) 
Maximw n d~a jter: 1.9 meters (6.2 feet) 
Weight 1,451 kilograms (3,200 pounds) 
Habitaale olirr ne: 1.02 cubic meters (36 cubic feet) 
Heighh: 5.5 meters (18 feet) 
Maxirn lrm dianb ter: 3 meters (1 0 feet) 
Weiglil: 3,402 kilograms (7,500 pounds) 
Habitable vo ur a: 1.56 cubic meters (55 cubic feet) 
-* - --. 
Apolk 
Comma old Kkidule 
Height: 3.5 meters (1 1.4 feet) 
Maximum diameter: 3.9 meters (12.8 feet) 
Weight: 5,330 kilograms (12.850 pounds) 
Habitable v ~ l u  m: 5.95 cubic meters (21 0 cubic feet) 




7.5 meters (24.6 feet) 
3.9 meters (12.8 feet) 
24,550 kilograms (54,120 pounds) 
Lunar Modble 
Height: 'I meters (23 feet) legs extended 
Diameter: 9.4 meters (31 feet) across legs 
Weigh!: 3,900 kilograms (8,600 pounds) 
Habitable volurne: 4.5 cubic meters (1 58.8 cubic feet) 
- 
Skylab Spaco Station 
Total clilster: (Orbital Wxkshop, Apollo Cornrnand/Sewice Modules, 
Air'xk, Mrlkrple Docking Adapter, Apollo Telescope Mount, Solar Arrays, Payload 
Shl , A) 
Length: .5.5 meters (1 17 feet) 
Maximum diarr.eiter: 27.5 meters (90 feet) across solar arrays 
Weight: 90,606 kilograms (199,750 pounds) 
Habitable volums: 360 cubic meters (12,711 cubic feet) 
Skylab Workstrop Only 
Length: 14.6 r?aier~ (48 feet) 
Diamet ,: 6.' meters (22 feet) 
Weight: 35,380 kilogram (78,000 pounds) 
Habitable volume: 275 cubic meters (9,710 cubic feet) 
U. S. MANNED SPACECRAlT DIMENSIONS (concluded) 
Apollo - Soyuz (U.S. - U.S.S.R.) 
Apollo Command Module 
Height: 3.5 meters (1 1.4 feet) 
Length: 3.66 meters (1 2 feet) 
Diameter: 3.9 meters (1 2.8 feet) 
Weight: 5,830 kilograms (12,850 pounds) 
Habitable volume: 5.95 cubic meters (21 0 cubic feet) 





7.5 meters (24.6 feet) 
6.71 meters (22 feet) 
3.9 meters (1 2.8 feet) 
24.550 kilograms (54,120 pounds) 
Alaollo Docking Module 
Length: 3.05 meters (1 0 feet) 
Diameter: 1.52 meters (5 feet) 
Weight: 2.01 2 kilograms (4,426 pounds) 
Habitable volume: 4.53 cubic meters (1 60 cubic feet) 
Soyur Orbital Module 
Diameter: 
Length: 
Soyuz Descent Module 
Diameter: 
Length: 
2.29 meters (7.5 feet) 
2.65 meters (8.7 feet) 
2.29 meters (7.5 feet) 
2.20 meters (7.2 feet) 
Soyuz Instrument Module 
Diameter: 2.29 meters (7.5 feet) 
Length: 2.77 meters (9.75 feet) 
Total weight of Soyuz: 6,800 kilograms (1 4,991 pounds) 
Shuttle Orbiter 
Height: 17.27 meters (56.67 feet) landing gear down 
Length: 37.24 meters (1 22.2 feet) 
Weight: 74,844 kilograms (165,000 pounds) empty 
Habitable volume: 71,508 cubic meters (2,525 cubic feet) 
Wingspan: 23.79 meters (78.06 feet) 
Payloaa bay: Diameter - 4.57 meters (1 5 feet) 
Length - 18.29 meters (60 feet) 
Maximum cargo weight: 29,484 kilograms (65,000 pounds) 
Sources: The Eady Years: Mercury to Apollo-Soyuz, NASA Information Summaries, November 1985. 
Apolb-Soyuz Test Prom, NASA Facta, NASNJSC, 1975. 
Apollo-Soyux by Waltar Froehlich, NASA EP-109. 
Space Shuttle Transportation System, Pmm Information, Rockwell Intotnational, 
Space Division, O f f i i  of Public Affairs, June 1977. 
MANNED SPACE LAUNCH BOOSTER VEHICLE DIMENSIONS 
Mercury - Redstone 
Height: 25.3 meters (83 feet) 
Weight: 28,123 kilograms (62,000 pounds) 
Thrust: 346,944 newtons (78,000 pounds) 
Propellants: Ethyl alcohol, water, liquid oxygen 
Mercury - Atlas 
Height: 29 meters (95 feet) 
Weight: 1 17,900 kilograms (259,920 pounds) 
Thrust: 1,601,280 newtons (360,000 pounds) 
Propellants: RP - 1 (refined kerosene), liquid oxygen 
Gemini - Titan II 
Height: 32.9 meters (1 08 feet) 
Weight: 136.080 kilograms (300,000 pounds) 
Thrust: 1,912,640 newtons (430,000 pounds) 
Propellants: 50% unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine plus 50% hydrazine, nitrogen tetroxide 
Apollo - Saturn 18 
Height: 68 meters (223 feet) 
Weight 544,320 kilograms (1,200,000 pounds) 
Thrust: 7,116,800 newtons (1,600,000 pounds) 
Propellants: First Stage - RP - 1 (refined kerosene), liquid oxygen 
Second Stage - liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen 
ApolOo - Saturn V 
Height: 11 0.6 meters (363 feet) 
Weight: 2,812,320 kilograms (6,200,000 pounds) 
Thrust: First Stage - 33,360,000 newtons (7,500,000 pounds) 
Second Stage - 4,448.000 newtons (1,000,000 pounds) 
Third Stage - 889,600 newtons (200,000 pounds) 
Propellants: First Stage - RP - 1 (refined kerosene), liquid oxygen 
Second Stage - liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen 
Third Stage - liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen 
Space Shuttle 
External Tank 
Height: 47 meters (! 54.2 feet) 
Weight: 33,503 kilograms (73,861 pounds) empty 
Diameter: 8.38 meters (27.5 a t )  
Propellants: Liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen 
Solid Rocket Rooatem 
Height: 45.46 meters (1 49.1 6 feet) 
Weight: (1,255,790 pounds) each 
Diameter: 3.70 meters (1 2.16 feet) 
Thrust: 15,041 newtons (3,316,500 pounds) each 
Propellants: Ammonium perchlorate (oxidizer); aluminum (fuel) 
3 Main Engines 
Height: 4.22 meters (1 3.83 feet) each 
Weight: 3,001 kilograms (6,618 pounds) each 
Thrust* 1,668,000 newtons (375,000 pounds) each at sea level 
Pronellants: Liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen 
2 On-Orbit Maneuvering Engin- 
Thrust: 26,668 newtons (6,000 pounds) each at vacuum 
Sources: The Early Years: Memury to Apollo-Soyur, NASA Information Summaries, November 1965. 
Space Shuttb Transportation Syalrm, Press Inbnnation, Rockwell International 
Space Division, Office of Public A h i n .  June 1977 and March 1982. 
Space Shuttle Orbiter 
Front view 
i 
Top view Rear Y iew Bottom view 
Payload ~ r b a a l  ~ m r i w  h d m l  




NO- lending goar -1 knaing p u r  
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT 
Wingspan ........................................... 23.79m ............. (78.064fi) 
Length ................................................ 37.24 m ............. (122.1 7 ft) 
............ .........-... Height ............................. , 17.25 rn (56.58 ft) 
Span across afl wheels ....................... 6.91 rn ............. (22.67 t) 
........................... Gross takeoff weight ............. Ver'iMe 
.......................... Gross landing weight ............. Yariible 
Inert weight (approximate) .................. 74,844 kg ............. (165,000 Ib) 
MINIMUM GROUND CLEARANCES 
............................ aodyflap(aftend) 3.88~1 ............. (12.07ft) 
MRicgear(dmr) ............................... 0.87m ............. (2.05 ft) 
hase gear (door) .......................... . 0.90 m ............. (2.95 f 1 
........... Wingtip ............................. ,. 3.63 rn ............. (1 1.92 ft) 
STATISTICS FOR EACH BOOSTER 
THRUST AT LIn-OFF 
1 1,790 kilonewtons (2,650,000 pounds) 
PROPELLANT 
Atomized aluminum powder (fuel), 
16 percent 
Ammonium perchlorate (oxidizer), 
69.83 percent 
Iron oxide powder (catalyst), 
0.1 7 percent (varies) 
Polybutadiene actyl~c acid 
actylonitrile (binder), 12 percent 
Epoxy curing agent, 2 percent 
WEIGHT 
Empty: 87.550 kilograms 
(1 93,000 pounds) 
Propellant: 502,125 kilograms 
(1,107,670 pounds) 
Gross: 589 670 kilograms 
(1,30C,000 pounds) 
THRUST OF BOTH BOOSTERS 
AT UFT-OFF 
23,575 kilonewtons (5,300,000 pounds) 
GROSS WEIGHT OF BOTH BOOSTERS 
AT UFT-OFF 
1,179,340 kilograms (2,600,000 pounds) 
Space Shuttle Main Engines 
THRUST 
Sea level: 1,670 kilonewtons (375,000 pounds) 
Vacuum: 2,100 kilonewtons (470,000 pounds) 
(Note: Thrust given at rated or 100-percent 
power level) 
THROTTLING ABILITY 
65 to 109 percent of rated power level 
SPECiFIC IMPULSE 
Sea level: 356.2 
Vacuum: 4464 
CHAMBER PRESSURE 
20,480 kN/m2 (2,970 psia) 
MIXTURE RATIO 
6 parts liquid oxygen to 1 part liquid hydrogen 
(by weight) 
AREA RATIO 
Nozzle exit to throat area 77.5 to 1 
WEIGHT 
Approximately 3,000 kilograms (6,700 pounds) 
LIFE 
7.5 hours, 55 starts 
(Given in newtons per second of kilogram 
of propellant and pounds-force per second 
to pounds-mass of propellant) 
Space Shuttle Statistics 
VERTICAL STABILIZER 
8.01 meters (26.31 feet) 
BODY FLAP 
12.6 square meter (1 35.8 square foot) area 
6.1 meters (20 feet) wide 
AFT FUSELAGE 
5.5 meters (1 8 feet) long 
6.7 meters (22 feet) wide 
6.1 meters (20 feet) high 
MID FUSELAGE 
. . 
18.3 meters (60 feet) long 
5.2 meters (17 feet) wide 
4.0 meters (1 3 feet) high 
FORWARD FUSELAGE CREW CABIN 
71.5 cubic meter (252.5 cubic foot) volume 
PAYLOADBAYDOORS 
18.3 meters (50 feet) long 
4.6 meters (1 5 feet) in diameter 
148.6 square meters (1,600 square fcet) surface area 
WING 
18.3 meters (60 feet) long 
1.5 meter (5 foot) maximum thickness 
ELEVONS 
4.2 meters (1 3.8 feet) 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Astronaut Llsting - Active 
(As of April 1993) 
Name 
Akers, Thomas D 
Allen, Andrew M. 
Apt, Jerome 
Bagian, James P. 
Baker, Ellen S. 
Baker, Michael A. 
Blaha, John E. 
Bluford, Guion S., Jr. 
Bolden, Charles F.. Jr. 
Bowersox, Kenneth D. 
Brown, Curtis L. Jr. 
Brown, Mark N. 
Bursch, Daniel W. 
Cabana, Robert D. 
Caperon, Kenneth D. 
Casper, John H. 
Chang-Diaz, Franklin R. 
Chiao, Leroy 
Chilton, Kevin P. 
Clifford, Michael R.U. 
Cockrell, Kenneth D. 
Collins, Eileen M. 
Covey, Richard 0. 
Culbertson, Frank L., Jr. 
Davis, N. Jan 
Duffy, Brian 
Dunbar, Bonnie J. 
Fisher. Anna L. 
Foale, C. Michael 
Gemar, Charles D. 
Gibson, Robert L. 
Godwin, Linda M. 
Grabe, Ronald J. 
Gregory, Frederick D. 
Gregory, William G. 
Gutierrez, Sidney M. 
Halsell, James D. Jr. 
Hammond, L. Blaine, Jr. 
Harbaugh, Gregory J. 
Harris, Bernard A., Jr. 
Hartsfield, Henry W., Jr. 
Helms, Susan J. 
Henricks, Terence T. 
Hieb, Richard J. 
Hoffman, Jeffrey A. 















































Astronaut Listing - Active (concluded) 
(As of April 1993) 
Name Selection Missions flown 
Year 
Jernigan, Tamara E. 1985 
Jones, Thomas D. 1990 
Lee, Mark C. 1984 
Leestma, David C. 1980 
Low, G. David 1984 
Lucid, Shannon W. 1978 
McArthur, William S.; Jr. 1990 
McMonagle, Donald R. 1987 
Meade, Carl J. 1985 
Musgrave, F. Story 1967 
Nagel, Steven R. 1978 
Newman, James H. 1990 
Ochoa, Ellen 1990 
Oswald, Stephen S. 1985 
Precourt, Charles J. 1990 
Readdy, William F. 1987 
Reightler, Kenneth S., Jr. 1987 
Richards, Richard N. 1980 
Ross, Jerry L. 1980 
Runco, Mario, Jr. 1987 
Searfoss, Richard A. 1990 
Seddon, M. Rhea 1978 
Sega, Ronald M. 1990 
Shepherd, William M. 1 S84 
Sherlock, Nancy J. 1990 
Shriver, Loten J. 1978 
Thagard, Norman E. 1978 
Thomas, Donald A. 1990 
Thornton, Kathryn C. 1984 
Thornton, William E. 1967 
Thuot, Pierre, J. 1985 
Veach, C. Lacy 1984 
Voss, James S. 1987 
Voss, Janice E. 1990 
Walker, David M. 1978 
Walz, Carl E. 1990 
Weitz, Paul J. 1966 
Wetherbee, James D. 1984 
Wilcutt, Terence W. 1990 
Wisoff, Peter J. K. 1990 
Wolf, David A. 1990 





































Astronaut Listing - Former 
(As of April 1993) 
Name Selection Missions flown 
YMr 
Adamson, James C. 19@4 
Aldrin, Buzz 1963 
Allen, Joseph P., IV 1967 
Anders, William A. 1963 
Armstrong, Neil A. 1962 
Bean, Alan L. 1963 
Bobko, Karol J. 1969 
Borman, Frank 1962 
Brand, Vance D. 1966 
Brandenstein, Daniel C. 1978 
Bridges, Roy D., Jr. 1980 
Buchli, James F. 1978 
Bull, John S. 1966 
Carpenter, M. ScoQ 1959 
Carr, Gerald P. 1966 
Cernan, Eugene A. 1963 
Chapman, Philip K. 1967 
Cleave, Mary L. 1980 
Coats, Michael P. 1978 
Collins, Michael 1963 
Conrad, Charles, Jr. 1962 
Cooper, L. Gordon, Jr. 1959 
Creighton, Richard 0. 1978 
Crippen, Robert L. 1969 
Cunningham, Walter 1963 
Duke, Charles M., Jr. 1966 
England, Anthony W. 1967 
Engle, Joe H. 1966 
Fabian, John M. 1978 
Fisher, William F. 1980 
Fullerton, Charles G. 1969 
Gardner, Dale A. 1978 
Gardner, Guy S. 1980 
Garriott, Owen K. 1965 
Gibson, Edward G. 1965 
Glenn, John H., Jr. 1959 
Gordon, Richard F., Jr. 1963 
Haise, Fred W., Jr. 1966 
Hart, Terry J. 1978 
Hauck, Fredrick H. 1978 
Hawley, Steven A. 1978 
Henize, Karl G. 1967 
Hilmers, David C. 1980 
Holmquest, Donald L. 1967 
Jemison, Mae C. 1987 
M 
1 
1 1  
G 
1 1  
1 1  
1 1  
2 1  
1 
1 1  
I 
PVS 
1 1  
A 
1 1  
1 



































Astronaut Listing - Former (concluded) 
(As of April 1993) 
Name 
Kerwin, Joseph P. 
Lenoir, William B. 
Lind, Don L. 
Llewellyn, John A. 
Lounge, John M. "Mike" 
Lousma, Jack R. 
Lovell, James A., Jr. 
Mattingly, Thomas K., II 
McBride, Jon A. 
McCandless, Bruce I I 
McCulley, Michael 2. 
McDivitt, James A. 
Melnick, Bruce E. 
Michel, F. Curtis 
Mitchell, Edgar D. 
Mullane, Richard M. 
Nelson, George D. 
O'Connor, Bryan D. 
Overrnyer, Robert F. 
Parker, Robert A. R. 
Peterson, Donald H. 
Pogue, William R. 
Ride, Sally K. 
Roosa, Stuart A. 
Schirra, Walter M., Jr. 
Schmitt, Harrison H. 
Schweickart, Russell L. 
Scott, David R. 
Shaw, Brewsier H., Jr. 
Shepard, Alan B., Jr. 
Slayton, Donald K. 
Spring, Sherwood C. 
Springer, Robert C. 
Stafford, Thomas P. 
Stewart, Robert L. 
Sullivan, Kathryn D. 
Truly, Richard H. 
van Hoften, James D. A. 
Williams, Donald E. 


























































































Astronaut Listing - Deceased 
(As of April 1993 1 
Name Selection Missions flown 
Key: M = Mercury, G = Gemini; A = Apollo; SL = Skylab, AIS = ApolloISoyuz; 
STS = Space Shuttle 
Sources: Astronaut Fact Book. February, 1992, JSC Astronaut Office. 
year 
Bassett, Charles A., I1 1963 
Carter, Manley Lanier, Jr. 1984 
Chaffee, Roger B. 1963 
Eisele, Donn F. 1963 
Evans, Ronald E. 1966 
Freeman, Theodore C. 1963 
Givens, Edward G., Jr. 1966 
Griggs, S. David 1978 
Grissom, Virgil I. 1959 
Irwin, James 1966 
McNair, Ronald E. 1978 
Onizuka, Ellison S. 1978 
Resnik, Judith A. 1978 
Scobee, Francis R. 1978 
See, Elliott M., Jr. 1962 
Smith. Michael J. 1980 
Swigert, John L., Jr. 1966 
Thorne, Stephen D. 1985 
White, Edward H., I1 1962 
Williams, Clifton C., Jr. 1963 
M G 















Payload Specialist Listing 
(As of April 1993) 
Name Country STS Assignment 
mission 
flown 
Acton, Loren W. 
Akbar, Taufik 
Al-Bassam, Abdulmohsen Hamad 
Al-Saud, Sultan Salman 
Bartoe. John-David F. 
Baudry, Patrick 
Belt, Michael E. 
Bondar, Roberta Lynn 
Boyle, Tony 
Brummer, Renate 
Buckey, Jay C., Jr. 
Butterworth, L. William 
Cenker, Robert J. 
Chappell, Charles R. 
Chretien, Jean-Loup 
Crouch, Roger K. 
Cunningham, Stephen L. 
Doi, Takao 
DeLucas, Lawrence J. 
Durrance, Samuel T. 
Favier, Jean-Jacques 
Fettman, Martin J. 
Frimout, Dirk D. 
Farrimond, Richard A. 
Furrer, Reinhard 




Hennen, Thomas J. 
Hughes-Fulford, Millie 
Jarvis, Gregory B. 
Koszelak, Stanley N. 
Lampton, Michael L. 
Lichtenberg, Byron K. 
Malerba, Francis 
McAuliffe, S. Christa 








































































Spacelab i J 
USML-1 























Payload Specialist Listing (concluded) 
(As of Aprii 1993) 







Neri Vela. Rodolfo 
Nicollier, Claude 
Nordsieck, Kenneth H. 
Ockels, Wubbo J. 
Pailes, William A. 
Parise, Ronald A. 
Payton, Gary E. 
Peralta y Fabi, Ricardo 
Phillips, Robert 'Ward 
Prahl, Joseph M. 
Prinz, Dianne K. 
Sacco, Albert, Jr 
Schlegel, Hans 
Scully-Power, Paul Desmond 
Thiele, Gerhard 
Tnirsk, Robert Brent 
Trinh, Eugene H. 
Tryggvason, Bjarni 
van den Berg, Lodewijk 
Walker, Charles David 
Walter, Ulrich 
Wang, Taylor G. 
Williams, Bill Alvln 
Wood, Nigel 




























































Spacelab D, 2 
USML-1 
CANEX-2 








Source Astronaut Office 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V. Organizational Structure 
FUNCTIONS OF STAFF OFFICES 
Comptroller 
The Onice of the Comptroller is the JSC focal 
point for financial planning and execution. The 
Office is responsible for the design and imple- 
mentation of financ~al systems required for proper 
data collection and reporting and ensuring that 
Center-level ficancial and resource decisions are 
implementeo. The Gffice reviews, approves, and 
ixp!ernents financial policies a l d  systems and 
integrates the planning, implementation, manage- 
ment, and control of all resources for which JSC 
is responsible. It provides the centralized policy 
framewc, K for JSC resources, business manage- 
ment, and financial management activities. It also 
provides directorate-level business management 
offices that provide business-related expertise to 
technical orgacizations in the accomplishment of 
assigned technical tasks. 
Equal Opportunity Programs 
The Equd Oprtunity Programs Office is respon- 
sible for planning, directing, and administering all 
Federal Eq-ral Opportunity Programs relating to 
JSC emplcyees, as well as cer t~ 1 aspects of 
contractc;: cqmpliance programs relating to JSC 
Entrhcts. 
Human R3scurces 
The human fldsources CIffise is -asponsible for 
planning, delreloping, and operating a personnel 
program designed to provide, develop, and main- 
tain a qualified and motivated workforce. 
Specific~.~y, it provides persnnnel advisory ser- 
vice to JSC managers; manages the civil service 
work,orce system; develops and administers per- 
sonnel mansgement programs in areas of pay 
management and classification, employee utiliza- 
tion, selestidn and placement, employoe rela- 
tions, awards, emplcyeu development, and 
Government employee IaboVmanagement rela- 
tions; and manages activities of the NASi\ 
Exchcnbe at JSC. The Human Resources Office 
plans, develops, aiid implements JSC's training 
and employmerit programs in support of the 
Center's equal opportunity yoals and objectives. 
Legal 
The Legal Office provides in-depth legal support 
to the Ce~ter's activities, including satellite instal- 
lations and offices. Functions inc!ude providing 
ethics counseling and general legal services, par- 
ticipating in procurement activities, and providing 
advice and services in matters concerning intsl- 
lectual property; administering the NASA Patent 
Program; providing advice and assistance to the 
Director and to JSC organizational compovents in 
planning, directing, and conducting Center activi- 
ties which may :ave legal implications; identifying 
direct and indirect sources of legal authority to 
support necessary ac1:~ns; conducting legal 
research and maintaining a law library; aiding in 
the development of new administrative techniques 
and identification of alternatives for the resolution 
af managerial problems within the framework of 
law, program schedules, and NASA administrative 
practices; and se~ving as the JSC primary point of 
contact on litigation and other legal matters within 
or beyond the Cs13iei. 
Public Affairs 
The Public Affairs Oific, is responsible for plan- 
ning, directing, organizing, and coordinating all 
public affa4s activities within JSC and providing 
advice and assistance to the Center Director and 
JSC organizaticns in all public affairs matters. 
General functions include preparing p l a ~ s  and 
programs and formulating policy for the dissem- 
ination of public information including general, 
technical, ind~strial, and educational materials 
and services. The Public Affairs Office also eval- 
uates and advises the Center Director concerning 
the public impact of all JSC.'NASA programs and 
develops a comprehensive program of public ser- 
vicp and information to provid 'be widest practi- 
ca;.; and appropriate disseminbtion of informa- 
'io! . ,~ceming JSC/NASA activities. 
Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance 
The Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance 
Office is responsible for the development and 
implementation of the overall safety, reliability, 
and quality assurance activities for JSC e .3pt in 
the specifically excll~ded areas of aviation safety 
and reliability and quality assurance operations in 
support of the Flight Crew Operations Directorate 
;t Ellington Field, and environmental hoalth, 
including radiologica: safety, in support of the 
Space and Life Sciences Directorate. It establish- 
es policy, requirements, and criteria; ensures 
appropriate contractual implementation pertaining 
to these disciplines with the objectives of minimiz- 
ing risks to avoid loss of life, injury of personnel, 
and loss of property to the maximum practical 
extent; and ensures that equipment meets estab- 
lished quality and reliability levels. 
FUNCTIONS OF DIRECTORATES 
Administration 
The Administration Directorate is responsible for 
providing business management for JSC as an 
institution and, individually, for the various pro- 
gramlproject offices and directorates. The functions 
are procurement, including planning, solicitation, 
selection, contract award, and contract man- 
agement and its administration; program control, 
including integrated planning, scheduling, 
resources management, contract engineering, 
and performance assessment; and management 
analysis. 
Flight Crew Operations 
The Flight Crew Operations Directorate is responsi- 
ble for the overall planning, direction, and manage- 
ment of flight crew operations and the JSC airci :.it 
program dctivities. These responsibilities include 
selecting and rraining astronaut candidates; 
determining flight crew training and simulation 
requirements; recommending specific flight crew 
assignments; training and certifying payload spe- 
cialists; providing flight crew external relations; 
participating in the development of integrated 
spacecraft flight crew plans and procedures; sup- 
porting the test and ch~ckout of space vb ... Jes; 
and contributing to the development, acquisition, 
maintenance, and safe  operatic.^ of the training, 
administrative, and research support aircraft and 
supporting equipment and facilities at JSC. 
Mission Operations 
The Mission Operations Directorate plans, directs, 
manages. and implemzn:~ overall mission opera- 
tions for the Space Shuttle and Space Station prc,- 
grams; provides flight controller and fligl~; clew 
training simulations; and designs, upgrades, main- 
tains, and operates the Mission Control Center, the 
Space Station Control Center, mission simulators, 
ano other major support facilities. Responsibilities 
include developing integrated flight crew and flight 
control plans dnd procedures; establishing require- 
ments for simulation and flight control ground 
instrumentaticn; flight design; configuring Orbiter 
flight software; contributing to the development 
and integration of spacecraft and payload support 
systems; providing and directing real-time mission 
operations elements to support and control 
manned missions; and providing integrated con- 
cept development and requirements for Space 
Station Freedom assembly, operations manage- 
ment, systenls and software analysis. 
Engineering 
The Engineering Directorate is responsible for pro- 
viding engineering design, development, and test 
support for space flight programs &signed to JSC, 
such as the Space Shuttle, Space Station, and 
advanced spacecraft. The Directorate is organized 
into functional divisions, and support to the space- 
craft programlproject offices is provided by techni- 
cal expertise from within the divisions. Disciplines 
within the Engineering Directorate include guid- 
ance, navigation, and control; electrical power gen- 
eration, storage and distrihtion; all other avionic 
systems i~cluding data management, display and 
control, and instrumentation; telemetry and com- 
munications; structures and materials; thermal pro- 
tection and thermal control; mechanical systems; 
robotics and advanced automation systems; 
propulsion, fluid management, and pyrotechnics; 
life support; spacesuits and extravehicular equip 
ment; aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics, and 
aeroelasticity; flight software; and overall systems 
engineering and simulation. in addition, the 
Directorate maintains expertise in test facilities and 
mmputarional complexes supporting the above dis- 
ciplines. 
Information Systems Directorate 
The Information Systems Directorate (ISD) is 
responsible for implementing consistent institutioral 
information services across the Johnson Space 
Center. This directorate, in conjunction with the 
Information Resources Management (IRM) sizeable deployment areas. WSTF also conducts 
Council, forms the backbone of aur lonq-range Shuttle landinglapproach training aircraft opera- 
strategy for networks and information svstems at tions, manages the alternate Orbiter landing site 
the Center. The ISD specifically is charged with at White Sands Space Harbor, and provides 
JSC digital networks and telecommunications, ranse ccardination and onsite management for 
computer services, workstation support and selected NASA proyrams at White Sands Missile 
training, oer?ric software development and tech- Range and Holloman Air Force Base. Zl 
nology, and leadership and support of tne IRhr1 
Council. 
Center Operations 
The primary rde of the Center Operations Direc- 
torate is ensuring the availability of facil~ties and 
services necessary fcr the operaticn of the JSC. 
In fulfilling this role, the Directorate is responsible 
for providing and attending to the requirements of 
the JSC physica! plant; managing the JSC facility 
mairtenance and construction program: manag- 
ing space flight research and history activities; 
and providing a wide range of basic institutional 
servrices to all Center organizations, including 
logistics, utilities, security, data management, 
photography, flight article fabrication, and printing. 
Space and Life Sciences 
The Space and Life Sciences Directorate (S&LSG) 
is rssponsible for the management acd conduct of 
a broad range of applied and basic scientific 
research, related ground and flight experiments, 
and flight crew interfacing hardwaie and systems. 
Specific activities include the planning and imple 
mentaiion of programs/projects in human lite sci- 
ences, human life sciences flight experiments, 
medical owrations and health care, lunar and plan- 
etary geology, earth sciences, space science, 
advanced data acquisition and handling technolo- 
gy, and spacecraft and systems design related to 
flight crew habi!ability and productivity. Responsi- 
bilities also include ?he dissemination of new scien- 
tific Sndings and interfacing with the external scien- 
tific discipline users and orgaiizations. 
White Sands Test Facility 
White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) is responsible 
for management, administratio., engineering, 
technical support, and operations in support of 
development, qualification, and limits testing of 
spacecraft propulsion and power systems and 
components, and screefiing, compatibi!ity, and 
certification testing of spacecraft-related materi- 
als, components, and subassemblies exposed to 
hazardous elements requiring .smote locatior.; or 
VI. Real Estate/Physical Location 
VI. Real EstateIPhysical Location 
GENERAL LOCATION an extensive tunnel system occupy the 1581 -acre 
site. In addition, there are 37 acres at Ellington 
The B' 'pace Certer is located Field located approximately 5 miles noah of the 
approximately 25 miles southeast of downtown 
Houston. The site is 12 to 21 feet above mean Center on State Highway 3 (see maps). 
sea level. One hundred forty-two buildings and 
Miscellaneous General Information 
(As of September 1992) 
Acres of built-up roof 
Water storage on site, gallons 
Sanitary sewer system, miles 
Maximum power, substation capacity, ki!owatts 
Normal on-peak power load, kilowatts 
Electrical power distribution,voltage 
Transformers in power distribution 
Emergency water wells on site 
AIC capacity, tons approximately (normal) 
AIC capacib, tons approximately (emergency) 
Elevators 
Groundwater monitoring wells 
Steam generating capacity, pounds per hour 
Overhead cranes and hoists 
Closed circuit TV sets 
Video conference facilities 
Items of i~lanufacturing equipment 
Personal computers 
Acres of manufacturing floor space 
Technical library entries, loc21 
Pages of printing produced annually 
Pieces of mail handled annually 
Source: Technical Operatinns Off1celJD4. 
JSC Real Estate Statistics 























Kilowatt-hours 21 3M $9.OM 
Cubic feet 400M $1.2M 
Gallons 290M $0.14M 
Number of calls 232.5M $6.1 M 
Source: Techn~cal Operat~ons OfficelJD4 
Capital Investment 
(As of September 1992) 
JSC WSTF 
Land (capitaliza1;on value) $7.3M (Permitted) 
Buildings, str~ctures, and utilities $299M $45.4M 
(acquisition value) 
Equipment $428.541 M (Contractor) 
Subtotal $729.8M $45.4M 
Equipment, etc., on contractors' accounts $21 5.3M $26.7M 
Subtotal $945.1 M $7234 
- 
Total $1 01 7.4M 
Sources: Technical Operabons OfficeIJD4. 
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Ellington Field Statistics 












Runway and JSC aircraft 

















Source: Techn~cal Operabons OfficeIJD4. 
Ellington Field 
White Sands Test Facility Statistics 



















Other (TDRSS support) 
Utilities 
Electricity Kilowatt-'lours 10.8M $719k 
Natural gas Cubic f ~ e t  18.9M $720k 
Water Onsite pump 
Special systems 
Alcohol storage Gallons 70k 
LOX storage Gerlons I l l k  
LN, storage Gallons 45k 
Helium storage Cubic feet 130k 
Source: Technical Operations OfficeND4. 
White Sands Test Facility 
Government-Owned Contractor Facilities 
(As of September 1992) 













Kilov~htt-hours 103M $7.9M 
Cubic feet 182M $865k 










Source: Technical Operations OfficelJD4 
JSC Net Usable Building Space 
















(thousands of square feat) 
So~~rce: Te-hqical Operations Officei.JD4. 
Age and Square Footage of Buildings at JSC 
(As of September 1992) 
10 - 20 years 
6% 
187,328 
Over ; - years 
84% 
2,884,188 
Total: 3,540,658 gross square feet 
Source: Technical Operations OfficeND4. 
Ellington Not Usable Building Space 














Source: Technical Ope ltions Cq:ce/JW 
Facilities Activity st JSC 
Approved construction 
Addition for flight training and operations (Phase II) 
Modifications for Space Station Training Facility 
Replace central plant chillers (Phase II) 
Rehabilitate Tracking 8 Data Relay, WSTF 
Programmed construction 
Rehabilitate Aircraft Operaticns Facilities 
Replace central plant chilled water (Phase II) 
Modificaticlils for Site Sewage Lift Station 
Modify Test Stand 302, WSTF 
Source: Techn~cal Operations Office/JD4. 
VI I. Training and Test Facilities! 
VII. Training and Test Facilities1 
Laboratories IAir~raft 
ASTRONAUT TRAINING SIMULATORS 
Single System Trainer 
(Building 4) 
The Single System Trainer consists of three 
Orbiter crew stations interfaced to a minicom- 
puter. It is used to train peraonne! to understand 
and operate the Orbiter systems - one system at 
a time - as well as carriers such as the Spacelab, 
inertial upper stage, and payload assist module. 
Spacelab Simulator 
(Building 5 )  
The Spacelab Simulator consists of a full-scale, 
high-fidelity Spacelab core with an experiment 
module segment, subsystem racks, controls and 
displays, scientific airlock. and viewport. It does 
not include the tunnel area or any experiments. 
The trainer simulates activation, operation, and 
deactivation of the command and data manage 
ment system, caution and warning system, envi- 
ronmenr. system with malfunction analyr s, 
power and thermal management system, and the 
scientific airlock/viewport. During ~ntegrated train- 
ing, thd flight control team, the Payload 
Operations Control Center, and the Mission 
Control Center participate in the training sessions. 
Shuttle Mission Simulator 
(Building 5) 
The Shuttle Mission Simulator supports flight 
crew and flight controller training for all facets of 
the Shuttle vehicle operations and in all systems 
tasks associated with the major fligh; phases. 
The Shuttle Mission Simulator facility consists of 
both a moving and fixed based station, instruc- 
torloperator stations, visual displays of window 
and camera views, large-scale data processing 
complex, signal interface equipment, arld a net- 
work simulation system for i~tegrated training 
with the Mission Control Center. The fixed base 
station is preferred for on-orbit activities. The 
motion base station has nydralr!ic equipment 
which ailows the station to move with six degrees 
of freedom, making it the preferred simulator for 
ascent and entry practice. The simulator is used 
for full-scale rehearsals of flights including 
ascent, orbit activities, malfunctions, and entry. It 
also provides inertial upper stage modeling, 
remote manipulator system visual training, and a 
general payload model for conducting payload 
operations training. 
CREW SYSTEMS LABORATORY 
(Building 7) 
11-foot Altitude Chamber 
The 11-foot Altitude Chamber provides flight 
environment pressures for the trainfng of flight 
crews in the operation of the extravehicular 
mobility unit. 
Environmental Control and Life Support 
System Test Article 
This test article was primarily used to evaluate 
and certify the Orbiter pressure control system, 
and now provides training for flight crews in pre- 
and post- extravehicular activity including airlcck 
depressurization and repressurization. The facility 
internally represents the Orbiter crew cabin and is 
used in conjunction with other JSC altitude cham- 
bers to simulate a space environment. 
SPACE SHlJlTLE ORBITER 
TRAINING FACILITY 
(Building 9A) 
Orbiter Crew C~mpartment Trainer 
The Orbitsr Crew Compartment Trainer is a full- 
scale mockup of the Orbiter flight deck, middeck, 
and midbody with operational systems such as 
waste management, lighting, galley, sleep sta- 
tions, and the airlWextravehicular mob~lity  ini it 
used for emergencyisafety training. During train- 
ing sessions, the crewmember operates the 
closed-circuit television, cameras, lighting, food 
preparation equipment, waste management sys- 
tem, medical equipment, and portable 0,; den 
systems. The trainer can be turned 90" to simu- 
I ~ t e  launch and the airlock mockup allows for 
extravehicular activity training. 
Manipulator Development Facility 
The Manipulator Development Facility includes a 
full-scale aft crew station and ti full-scale model 
of the remote man~pulator system. Crewmembers 
get training in payload grappling, berthing, pay- 
load bay camera operation, visual operations, 
and Orbiter manipirlaior arm software operations. 
SPACE STATION MOCKUP AND 
TRAINER FACILITY 
(Building 9B) 
The Space Station Mockup and Trainer Facility 
contains a full-scale mockup of the modules and 
nodes that will comprise Space Station Freedom. 
The mockup will contain the crew habitation quar- 
ters, the laboratory, the Japanese and European 
Space Agency modules, a logistics molu!e that 
will house surplus food and equipment, and a 
crew escape and return vehicle. Four connecting 
resource nodes will serve as airlocks between 
docking vessels and the modules in addition to 
housing cormano dnd control equipment. Crews 
wiil begin trzining In the mockups 2 years before 
NASA !aunches the first flight carryiilg spzice sta- 
tion materials. 
SPACE SYSTEMS AUTOMATED 
INTEGRATION AND ASSEMBLY 
FAClLlN 
(B~ilciing 9C) 
1.ie Spese Systems Automated integration and 
Assembly Facility (SSAIAF) is a large-scale, 
closed-loop dynamic test laboratory which has 
application to spacecraft docking and berthing, 
assembly, and maintenance. A key step in devel- 
oping realistic space assembly and maintenance 
processes is the mechanical  valuation of tat!; 
criteria in a ground-based, high-fidelity simulation 
envirolrment that treats the co,.ipo~ent articles as 
a combined system. SSAIAF was designed to be 
thz major facility used by Automat~on and 
Robotics Division to carry out its verification 
responsibility for manipulatorlrobotic assembly 
and maintenance on Space Station. SSAIAF will 
integrate interfacing hardware (such as a docking 
mechar'm, a berthing mechanism, or Q-guides 
and trunnions) with real-time computer simulations 
of Space Station and Shuttle manipulators/robots. 
STRUCTURES TEST LABORATORY 
(Building 13) 
The 13,000-square foot Structures Test 
Laboratory is used for material property testing of 
metallic and nonmetallic materials at ambient, 
thermal, and/or vacuum conditions. Industrial 
load test frames and test systems can test speci- 
mens with tensile loading up to 600,000 pounds 
as well as compressive loading up to 800,003 
pounds. A 12-channel load-con?rol system is 
available for applying test loads to structural test 
articles which may be mounted to a rigid steel 
strongback with "T" slot faces and to wide flange 
steel beams embedded in the floor of the lab. 
Test data can be continuously recorded for 256 
channels at a rate of 10 samples per second. 
Two overhead cranes and a forklift truck are 
available for facilitating the handling of test arti- 
cles and test fixtures. 
DYNAMIC DOCKING TEST SYSTEM 
(Build~ng 13) 
The Dynamic Docking Test System is a Izrge- 
motion, real-time docking simulator for full-scale 
testing of advanced docking systems in a zero-g 
environment. It was designed to physically 
accommodate the actual docking hardware of 
two spacecraft. Cocking temperatures are also 
simulated. The test system provides a base that 
can be used to simulate differen? types of motion. 
Present plans involve using this base to simulate 
the dynamics that a robotic device would expri- 
ence while performing tasks in space such as 
space station assembly. 
ANECHOIC CHAMBER 
(Building 14) 
The Anechoic Chamber is used for making 
antenna pattern measurements in support of the 
Shuttls and other manned space flight programs. 
it was designed as a modified, flared, wavalength 
b ~ r n  of all-metal construction with a radio fre- 
quency absorbing material on the inner surfaces 
of tha shield~d initial surfaces area. The t e s t i ~ i  
area is 39 foei high, 60 feet long, and 40 feet 
wide and contains approximately 2500 square 
feet. A near field radiation pattern measuring 
facility allows for a scanning plot of nearly 40 feet 
by 40 feet, a capability required for advanced 
antenna system development. 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SIMULATOR 
LABORATORY 
(Building 16) 
The Systems Engineering Simulator consists of 
three simulator bases used to perform engineer- 
ing design studies with a man-in-the-loop config- 
uration supporting both Shuttle and Space 
Station programs. 
The Shuttle ascentlabort simulates powered 
atmospheric flight from lift-off through tank sepa- 
ration. Shuttle entry simulates unpowered atmos- 
pheric flight starting either at the entry interface 
or after tank separation in the case of aborts and 
ending after the Orbiter brakes to a stop on a rbn- 
way. In the 917-orbit configuration, simulat;ons 
with the remote manipulator system, o:bital 
maneuvering vehicle, manned maneuveri~g unl!, 
and various payloads are performed in ahi Earth 
orbit environment. An Orbiter forward flight !esk 
is used for the ascentfabort and entry simula- 
tions. An Orbital aft flight deck, a manned maneu- 
vering crew station, and a space statiorl cupola 
are used for the on-orbit simulations. 
SHUlTLE AVIONICS INTEGRATION 
LABORATORY 
(Building 16) 
Built in 1974, the Shuttle Avionics Integration 
Laboratory (SAIL) is the centra! test facility where 
integrated open-loop and closed-loop verification 
tests of Shuttle avionics systems with flight soft- 
ware, flight procedures, ground support equip- 
ment, and payload interfaces are done prior to 
actual space flight, allob,,ig engineers to detect 
problems end deficiencies early in the preflight 
test phase. The flight system consists of a full set 
of Shuttle avionics hardware including a cockpit 
with forward and aft stations and flight-type 
wiring. Propulsion systems and aerodynamic 
control systems are simulated to compute forces, 
moments, fuel consumption, and associated 
mass and inertial changes. 
JSC AVIONICS ENGINEERING LABORATnSY 
(Buildingl6) 
The JSC Avionics Engineering Laboratory (JAEL) 
is an engineering laboratory which performs 
development and validation testing on new 
Orbiter avicnics equipment being introduced into 
the program to replace obsolete technologies. 
JAEL activities are designed to perform extreme- 
ly detailed testing of the hardware and software 
under a variety of conditions, constantly moni- 
tored by soecial test equipment to ensure that the 
cornbiped hardware and software meet at! 
rer~uirernents. One of the primary require- 
mentslutilization of JAEL is testicg of breadboard 
and prototype upgraded avionics hardware in an 
engineering environmartt conducive to rapid idcm- 
tification/correction of design anomalies. Another 
primary requiremen'Jutilization oi  JAEL is the 
engineering analysis of potential software 
changes on flight control systen~ performance uti- 
lizing closed-loop capability. JAEL is also used 
for development testing of prototype flight soft- 
ware requiring actual hardware ~nterfaces. 
SPACE FLIGHT FOOD FACILITY 
(Building 17) 
The Space Flight Food Facility provides for the 
preparation and packaging of all space flight 
food. It has the capabilities to prepare and 
freeze-dry foods, package foods under nitrogen 
for long-term storage, fabricate custom-molded 
flight food containers, package foods for space 
flight in a contro!led environment, and provide 




The Robotics Laboratory is designed to investi- 
gate the integrai~on sf robot hardware, computer 
vision systems, speech understanding systems, 
and high-level reasoning software in the areas of 
task planning and spatial reasoning as applied to 
the automation of space station functions. These 
facilities have been used to develop dem- 
onstrations of on.;-arm and two-arm robots per- 




The Weightless Environmwt Training Facility 
cofltains a 30-foot wide by 78-foot long by 25-foot 
deep pool which provides a controlled neutral 
buoyancy in water to simulate a zero-g environ- 
ment. It provides crew training in the dynamics of 
body motion under weightless conditions during 
the performance of planned crew activities. A full- 
scale mockup of the Orbiter cabin middeck, air- 
lock, and payload bay doors can be submerged 
in the pcol. This configuration allows for training in 
ernergency/survival techniques, hardware famil- 
iarization, airlock operation, and extravehicular 
activities in zero-a. 
MISSION CONTROL CENTER 
(Building 30) 
Since Gemini IV in 1965, the Mission Control 
Center (MCC) has provided real-time ground sup- 
port for all of America's manned space flights. 
From the time the '-71nch vehicle clears the tower 
until the time the ~cecraft lands, the MCC pro- 
vides support for ~r-to-ground voice communica- 
tions, spacecraft i 3lemetry monitoring, medical 
monitoring, in-fligk maneuvering and navigation 
activities plus sur ,port for onboard experiments 
and other space ~ght operations. The facility also 
provides a real!: ,IC environment in which to train 
flight operations personnel in performing Shuttle 
flight control functions and preparation for Space 
Station Freedom mission operations. !n case of an 
emergency and control center shutdown, a backup 
facility at White Sands Test Facility can be activat- 
ed and support a flight to its conclusion. 
The MCC occ~~pies all three floors of building 
30 with the first floor dedicated to communications 
and computer equipment. Twenty to thirty flight 
controllers monitor mission compand and control 
consoles in one of the two flight control rooms, but 
are supported by a large complement of engineers 
and other flight controllers who provide syport 
from display consoles in numerous rooms through- 
out the building. Both control rooms can be used 
for mission operations. Operating in conjunction 
with the flight control rooms are Pay!aad 
Operations Control Centers from which owners of 
payloads or experiments canied in the cargo bay 
of the Orbiter can monitor and control their pay- 
loads. 
MISSION EVALUATION ROOM 
(Building 30) 
The Mission Evaluation Rwm (MER) is designed 
to accommodate the Space Shuttle Mission 
Evaluation Team during the general mission peri- 
od from T-2 days through landing plus 4 days. The 
mission evaluation team provides preflight, real- 
time, and postflight engineering analysis for each 
mission. The team supports the prelaunch, 
turnaround, and integrated test activities at 
Kennedy Space Center and the flight operations 
and postflight dvaluation at JSC. The mission eval- 
uation team serves as the real-time interface 
between technical management in the MER and 
the flight control team in the Mission Control 
Cen!er. The MER is the centralized location of the 
engineering community during a mission and 
ql kk ly  provides engineering expertise and consol- 
idated analyses for in-flight checkout and evalua- 
tion of all vehicle subsystems. The facility pro- 
vides work space, furnishings, and data for 
approximately 150 personnel in the areas of sub- 
system evaluation, administrative support, and 
data processing. 
T ~ F  MER is located In the third floor iobby 
wing of Building 30 and consists of four separate 
work areas. The MER is the prime mission evalua- 
tion team work area and provides necessary 
equipment and facilities for the mission evaluation 
team to function. The roam includes eight system 
workstation tables, communication keysets, video 
displays controlled by manual select keyboards, 
telephones, television, and data retrieval and pro- 
cessing systems. The Mission Management Room 
is a secklre conference room and includes a 
secure and nonsecur four-wire teleconference 
phone system. The Data Managemerlt Room is 
utilized in the prelaunch phase by the Launch 
System Evaluation Advisory Team (LSEAT) 
Working Group and is available for use by mem- 
bers of the Mission Evaluation Team after lift-off. 
The Administrative Support Rwm provides space 
for administrative support functions and includes 
facsimile equipment, reproduction equipment, 
word processing equipment, and a pneumatic 
tube data transport. The Mechanical and Data 
Distribution Room houses the air handler and 
communication interface equipment for the MER. 
The MER operates as a secure PC2 area and 
accass to this room ia restricted to temporary or 
permanent MER PCZ badges. The approximate 
floor space of the MER is 4576 square feet. 
LUNAR CURATORIAL FACILITY 
(Building 31 ) 
Between 1969 and 1972, six Apollo spacecraft 
brought back 842 pounds of lunar rocks, core 
samples, sand, and dust from the lunar surface. 
The Lunar Curatorial Facility is the chief reposi- 
tory for these samples and maintains them in two 
separate environments - one for pristine sam- 
ples and another for samples returned after anal- 
ysis by investigators. Visiting scientis?~ can also 
conduct tests and measurements on the samples 
in special rooms in the building. Another function 
I of the Lunar Curatorial Facility is to prepare lunar 
sampler, to be used in schools, universities, and 
musebras for education and display as well as for 




The Meteorite Processing Laboratary performs 
the initial examination of all rnetecrites recovered 
from Antarctica by expeditions of the ANSMET 
project, a program funded by the National 
Science Foundation. From 1977 through 1984, 
ANSMET expeditions returned more than 2,000 
meteorite samples. In recognition of the impor- 
tance of meteorites as records of tne earliest his- 
!ory of the solar system and as natural probes of 
the interplanetary space environment, NASA for- 
malized an agreement with the National Science 
Foundation and the Sr.iithsonian Institution to 
examine, document, arL distribute these sam- 
ples to tbe scientific community. 
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION 
LABORATORY CHAMBERS A AND B 
(Building 32) 
Chambers A and B have the capability for manned 
and unmanned development and qualification test- 
ing of complete spacecraft or major subsystem 
hardware in high-fidelity simulated thermal vacuum 
space environments. The outside dimensions of 
pounds. Chamber A can also be configured to 
generate thermal plasma simulating the iono- 
sphere in low Earth orbit. 
BIOMEDICAL OPERATIONS AND 
RESEARCH LABORATORY 
(Building 37) 
The Biomedical Laboratories are responsible for 
an array of biomedical and environmental analyti- 
cal capabilit~zs in support of NASA operations and 
biomedical research. With clinical, biochemistry, 
wator and food, microbiology, dnd toxicology labo- 
ratories, activities include, but seitainly are not 
limited to, medical evaluation of crewmembers 
and test subjects; routine analyses of various 
aspects of the Shuttle vehicles; and unique investi- 
gations of basic cellular and molecular processes. 
In additicn to undertaking research activities to 
investigate and define the effects of microgravity 
on humans, current development efforts are 
underway in the Biolechnology Group to explore 
the utility of using microgravity as a tool for under- 
star,=ling basic cell~~lar p ocesses. Also, within the 
purview of the Biomedical Laboratories is ihe 
Environmental Health System projec~ which is 
being developed to help meet the environmental 




The Cardiovascular Laboratory is devoted to 
increasing understanding of the many varied 
adjustments of the human circulatory system to 
space flight factors. It was used to support the 
development sf the first and only operational 
countermeasure to the cardiovascular deficits of 
microgravity exposure, the tiuid load counter- 
measure. The laboratwy is also used for devel- 
oping multinational space flight physiology exper- 
iments, for bed rest studiss that simulate 
microgravity exposure, and for pilot studies that 
test new techniques and 9rocedures for potential 
application in space flight. 
Chamber A are 65 feet in diameter and 120 feet in 
heighth. The working dimensions are 55 feet in ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TEST diameter and 90 feet in hl ighth. Test articles can LABORATORY 
weigh up to 150,000 pounds. Chamber B has out- (Building 44) 
side dimensions of 25 feet in diameter and 26 feet 
in heighth. Test articles can weigh up to 75,000 Tile Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL) 
F :.** h* I * " I f " .  , . . .... f h  
provides a controlled, calibrated radiofrequency 
(RF) environment for performing detailed func- 
tional performance evaluations of spacecraft 
communications equipment in an end-to-end con- 
figuration. Spacecraft HF communications equip- 
ment is a unique onboard systsm that has multi- 
ple remote functional interfaces, such as ground 
stations and relay satellites. Located within the 
ESTL are high-fidelity grcund station systems, 
relay satellite systems, and sp-cecraft systems 
which are interconnected through a calibrated RF 
path and dynarnic Doppler frequency shifter to 
provide an accurate reproduction of in-space RF 
operating conditior~s. Using this laboratory, proto- 
type and production model communications 
equipment is tested in an integrated systems 
environment. These tests thoroughly evaluate its 
HF compatib~..~y and performance under all antic- 
ipated mission conditions to provide cost-effec- 
tive data for the equipment final design and mis- 
sion operations activities. 
CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITY 
(Building 46) 
The Central Computing Facility houses data pro- 
cessing systems in support of institutional, 
administrative, engineeying, and scientific activi- 
ties as well as the National Space Transportation 
System and Space Station Freedom. A portion of 
the Central lnformation Network (CIN), the 
Center lnformation System (CIS), connections to 
the Program Support Communications Network 
(PSCN), and the NASANET provide support for 
institutional and administrative functions. CIN 
enables users to access applications on many 
different mainframes even though their work- 
stations are not directly attached to the main- 
frame hosting the applications. CIS aids users in 
office automation with word processing, electronic 
mail, and information management capabilities. 
PSCN provides Agency-wide voice, data, and 
video telecommunications. NASANET provides 
access to various sources of administrative da.a 
across the Agency. 
The Engineering Computation Facility pro- 
vides a centralized scalar and vector processing 
capability to the JSC scientific and engineering 
community for computational intenswe applica- 
tions. In support of the National Space Trans- 
portation System, the Software Development 
Facility aids in the developmeit of new capabili- 
ties for the Shuttle Orbiter onboard computers. 
The Central Computing Facility also houses two 
capabilities supporting Space Station Freedom. 
The Technical and Management lnformation 
System is an electronic information system for 
engineering and management, coordination, and 
integration of activities among NASA centers and 
Space Station Freedom and serves as the prima- 
ry vehicle for transferring data between the con- 
tractors and NASA centers. The Space Station 
Information System contains all flight and ground- 
based information systems which participate or 
contribute directly to the day-to-day operations of 
Space Station Freedom. 
VlBRATlON AND ACOUSTIC TEST 
F AClLlTY 
(Building 49) 
The various vibration and acoustic laboratories 
are capable of performing a wide range of tests 
needed to evaluate all aspects of acoustic, vibra- 
tion, structural dynamic, and shock problems. 
This facility provided extensive dynamic structural 
test support for Shuttle Orbiter certification. State- 
of-the-art techniques are used and the facility has 
unsurpassed low-frequency acoustic test capabil- 
ities and provides unparalleled features for 
accomplishing acoustic, mechanically induced 
vibration testing, and empirical modal analysis 
within one building. 
ATMOSPHERIC REENTRY 
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES 
EVALUATION FACILITY 
(Building 222) 
The 10-Mw Atmospheric Reentry Materials and 
Structures Evaluation Facility (ARMSEF), also 
mown as the Arc-Jet, was originally constructed 
in 1966 to provide reentry environment testing of 
Apollo spacecraft nonreusable ablator-type thsr- 
ma1 protection system (TPS) materials. This facili- 
ty is the sole :!ASA-dedicated Space Shuttle 
Orbiter TPS test facility, providing Shuttle TPS 
certifications and life testing, flight-to-flight TPS 
testing support, and test;.~g to resolve Shuttle 
TPS anomalies. Specifically, the ARhhSEF pro- 
vides simulation of the convective heating and 
pressure flow environment by employins electric 
heaters that heat air and expand it into o test 
chamber through supersonic or hypersonic noz- 
zles to form a test stream. Test specimens of 
TPS materials ranging in size from 3 inches in 
diameter to 2 feet in diameter by 2 feet in heighth 
can be inserted into the chamber. 
THERMOCHEMICAL TEST AREA 
The Thermochemical Test Area (TTA), located on 
115 acres in the northwest corner of JSC, con- 
sists of four independent test facilities: the Fluid 
Systems Test Facility, the Power Systems Test 
Facility, the Propulsion Test Facility, and the 
Pyrotechnics Test Facility. In addition, the TTA 
facilities include laboratories which provide sup- 
port for electrical and mechanical systems, equip- 
ment fabrication, chenical analysis, system 
cleaning and assembly, instrumentation caiibra- 
ticn, and data acquisition and reduction. The TTA 
?as been used since 1964 to provide component 
and subsystem test support for propulsion and 
power systems utilized in U.S. manned space 
programs. The dedicated facilities and support 
laboratories provide the capability for rapid 
response in the investigation of rcal-time prob- 
lems and flight anomalies. A limited number of 
qualit~cation programs have also been performed 
for components and subsystems for which con- 
tractors did not have adequate facilities. 
WHITE SANDS TEST FACILITY (WSTF) 
WSTF's propulsion test facilities consist of seven 
versatile test stands (four vacuum and three 
ambient) adaptable to almost any component, 
engine, system, or complete stage test up to 
25,000 Ibf, snd a test article envelope up to 20 by 
20 by 40 feet for vacuum tests. Hypergolic propel- 
lant storage, distribution, and conditioning capa- 
bility is available at all test stands. A LOWhydro- 
gen system is under construction. An instant 
chemical steam generator provides space vacu- 
um sim~rlation (>100,000 feet) during engine fir- 
ings (45-minute capability with the larger engines, 
135-minute capability wiih smaller engines). Test 
stands :ire supported by mcdern data acquisition 
systems with computerized data processing and 
computer-con'iroiled tes! operations. At the pre- 
sent time, Shuttle FRCS, ARCS, and OMS test 
articles are installed in three of the test stands, 
and a fourth is undergoing extensive modification 
to provide long-term test support for the Space 
Station Freedom Program. The remaining test 
capability is presan:ly dedicated to a mde variety 
of short-duration testing for NASA and other 
Federal agencies. 
Existing laboratory facilities encompass a 
wide variety of highly sophisticated and unique 
materials and c~rnponents test capabilities. 
These include a full spectrum of standard materi- 
als testing in fuel, oxidizer, and simulated space 
flight environments; f i  i~t ional heating, pal iicle 
impact, and promoted combustion te~tino iil high- 
pressure gaseous oxygen; and testing in environ- 
ments unicllr? to space such as 1. 2rmal vacuum 
stability testi17g 5otion analysis. 
Shuttle Training Aircraft 
The Siuttle Training Aircratt (STA) is a twin- 
engine Grumman Gulfstream II aircraft modified 
to simulate Orbiter flight characteristics including 
realist~c motion, visual, and handling qualities. It 
provides realistic training for astronai!t pilots for 
the Orbiter final approach phase from 35,000 feet 
to simulated touchdown including simulated 
winds, turbulence, and navigation errors that they 
might experience in an actual ;anding. The STA 
can fly at altitudes up tc 45,000 feet, at spaeds up 
to 367 knots, and has a tra~scontinental range. 
The four STA's are based at tllington Field with 
training flights in El Paso, Tex:.a; Edwards AFB, 
Califorl.'a; and the Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida. The Orbiter descent profiles simulations 
are done primarily at White Sands. 
The T-38A is a two-seat, twin turbojet, swept- 
wing, supersonic aircraft. It is capable of speeds 
up to Mach 1.2 and has a nominal range of 800 
nautical miles. The T-38A is vely maneuverable 
and fully acvobatic. It is used for astronaut profi- 
ciency flying and to simulate Space Shuttle 
Orbiter low lift-to-drag landing approaches. JSC 
has 30 T-38A's based at Ellington Field. 
KC-1 35A 
The KC-135A, a military version of the four- 
engine Boeing 707, is the standard U.S. Air 
Force tanker aircraft used primarily to :t?fuel the 
Sirategic Air Command bomber fleet. JSC's KC- 
135A has been modifisd to permit operations in 
reduced gravity for NASA research and training. 
In this aircraft, astronauts and experimenters can 
experience up to 30 seconds of weightlessness. Shuttle Carrier Aircraft 
Pstronauts also fly this aircrafi to-familiarize 
themselves with heavy aircraft operations in 
preparaticn for Space Shuttle flights. The KC- 
135A is based at Ellington Field. 
The Martin WB-57F is a modified 3-57 with larger 
wings, a bigger tail, and more powerful engines. 
It is a four-engine, two-seat, high-altitude weather 
research aircraft capable of flying at sltitudes of 
65,000 fee! with a payload capacity of 4,050 
pounds, a range of 2,500 nautical miles, and 
speeds of up to 345 knots. The V'B-57F carries 
multiple sensors to measurs the atmosphere plus 
whole air and particulate air samplers. The two 
WB-57F's still flying are based at Ellington Field. 
The G-159 is a Grumman-Gulfstream twin turbo- 
prop administrative aircraft used to transport 
management personnei to other centers, contrac- 
tor work sites, conferences, and NASA 
Headquarters to support managerial and techni- 
cai meetizgs. It can carry 12 passengers and has 
a crew of 3. It has a cruising airspeed of 275 
knots, a range of 1,200 nautical miles, and can fly 
at altit~~des of up to 30,000 feet. NASA has five of 
these aircraft at various centers and one (NASA 
2) is based at Ellington Field. 
Super Guppy 
The E377SG Aero Spacelines Super Guppy is a 
low-wing, four-engine turboprop designed for 
oversized cargo transport. It is an extensive mod- 
ification of a Bceing C-97J transport. It was pur- 
chased by 1\1:.3A in A~ r i :  1979, and is based in El 
Paso. The Guppy c r  rises at approximately 190 
knots, tias a range of 450 nautical miles with 
maximum payloads, and normally operates at 
altitudes below 10,000 feet. The Super Ouppy 
can carry payloads of up to 41,000 pounds and 
21 feet in diameter, and has transported such 
items as the Hubble Space Telescope, Syncom 
sdtellites, and Shuttle Centaur components. 
During the Apollo program, the Guppy was used 
to transport the S-IVB third stage of the Saturn V 
launch vehicle. As of 1991, all replacement 
engines have been used, and additional ones are 
not available. As a result, the Guppy is no longer 
in service and will remain in storage at Demir 
Montham AFB i~ Arizona. 
The Shuttle Carrier Aircraft is a Boeing 747 rnodi- 
fied with extra stabilizer-tip vertical tail surfaces 
and external hardpoints for attaching and trans- 
porting an Orbiter in a piggyback arrangement. It 
is used to transport Orbiters to the Kennedy 
Space Center (KSC) for laanch after landings at 
sites other than KSC, and to move them to and 
from the Fiockwell plant in Falmdale, California, 
where they are built or significantly modified. 
NASA has two SCf,s; one stationed at Edwards 
AFB, California and one at El Paso, Texas. Ll 
VII I. JSC Workforce 
V111. JSC Workforce 
Civil Service Staff Profile (1 991) 
JSC NASA 
- - 
Permanent employees 3674 24,416 
AS: average 42.2 42.2 
Grade, average 11.9 11.7 
Annual salary, averaae $48,747 $47,643 
Supervisors, number 567 3777 
O/o 15.4 15.5 
Womer,, number 121 6 7301 
Yo 33.1 29.9 
Minorities, number 634 4025 
Yo 17.3 10.5 
Received trai~ing, number 3036 21,380 
Yo 82.6 52.4 
Cash awards, number 21 94 12,894 
Retirements 90 667 
Scientists and engineers 2399 13,694 
Prof. administrative 649 4579 
Clerical 430 2881 
Technical suppurt/wage grade 196 3262 
Source: JSC Workforce In Frcf~le, FY91. 
The C:v~l Senke Workforce (As of September 30, 1991), NASA Headquarters, 1991. 






Director and Staff 134 59 
Administration 405 112 
Flight Crew Operations 166 386 
Mission Operations 602 4204 
Engineering a21 !711 
Information Systems 129 587 
NSTS Program Office 193 439 
New Initiatives 83 256 
Center Operations 335 1191 
Space Station Projects Office 112 265 
SRSlQA 1 70 568 
White Sands I'.ast Facility 5 1 477 
Space and L I I ~  Sciet ices 244 101 5 
STS Orbiter and GFE 130 522 
LunarIMars Program Office 25 27 
Space Station Projects lntegratian 14 0 
Total 3674 10,863 
-- 
Source. JSCICentral Budget Offi~d 
Note: Clvll sereice are end of year actuals 
Support antractors are equivalent people. 
JSC Workforce History - Civil Ssrvice/Support Contractors 
1976 1380 1 384 1988 1992 
Ye? 
Civil service 
Support contra .?or 
Expressed ~n equivalent people 
Civil servica = full-time permanent 
Source JSC Comptroller 
Compooitic:? --f JSC Workforce by Occupation and Directorate 
:,4s of September 3 ~ .  199') 
- 
/ Wage grade (WG)/technisal 





WGItech S&E Prof admin Clerical 
Directoratel 
program office No. ?/o No. % No. % No. % Total SES 
Dir/Sta!f (A) 1 0.7 7 
Adrnin. (8) 0 0.0 33 
Fit. Crew Ops. (C) 34 20.0 101 
Mission Ops. (D) 1 0.2 538 
Engineering (E) 15 1 8  745 
Space Shuttle Prog. Office 0 0.0 150 
(G,M,T,W! 
Spa. Sta. Freedom Ofc. (H) 0 0.r) 9 
New Initiatives Ofc. (I) 0 0.0 67 
Center Ops. (J) 138 32.0 71 
Spa. Sta. Proj. Ofc. (K) 0 0.0 70 
SRCLQA (N) 26 14.5 131 
Information Systems (P) 2 1.6 96 
WSTF jR) 0 0.0 37 
Spa. & Life Sci. (S) 7 2.9 210 
Orb. & GFE Proj. Ofc. (V) 2 1.5 80 
Exploration Prog. Ofc. (X) 0 0.0 21 
Total 197 5.5 2357 65.3 609 16.9 446 12.4 3674 58 
Source: JSC Workforce in Profile, FY91. 
'The Senior Executive Staff for the Space Shuttle Program Office and the Space Stat~on Freedom Office 
are ass~gned to NASA Headq~~.~Aers and are noi reflected In these statlsbcs. 
Composition of JSC Workforce by Occupation and Fiscal Year 
(As of September 30, 5 99 1) 
WGflech S&E Prof admin Clerical 
End - 
of FY No. % No. % No. % No. % Total 
Source: JSC Workforce lr Prof~le. FY91 
Composition of JSC Workforce by Sex and Occupation 




Occupation No. % No. X No. % 
WGAeshnician 22 11.2 1 74 88.8 196 5.3 
Scientist & engr. 41 2 17.2 1987 84.0 2399 65.3 
Prof. admir?. 357 55.0 292 45.C 649 17.7 
Clerical 425 98.8 5 1.2 430 11.7 
Total 121 6 33.1 2458 66.9 3674 100.0 
Source JSC Workforce in Profile, FY91 
Composition of JSC Workforce by MinorityINonminority and Directorate 












Male Female Male Female. 
Directorate1 
program office No. tio No. % No. % No. O h  Total 
Didstaff (A) 53 38.7 59 43.1 7 5.1 18 13.1 
Admin. (B) 161 38.5 181 43.3 25 6.0 51 12.2 
Flt. Crew Ops. (C) 97 55.7 51 29.3 16 3.2 10 5.7 
Mission Ops. (D) 373 60.9 155 25.3 43 7.0 44 6.7 
Engineering (E) 537 64.6 137 16.5 111 134  46 5.5 
Space Shuttle Prog. Ofc. 11 7 58.8 52 26.1 16 8.0 14 7.0 
(G,M,T,W) 
Spa. Sta. Freedom Ofc. (H) 8 61.5 3 23.1 1 7.7 1 7.7 
New Initiatives Ofc. (I) 58 67.4 20 23.3 5 5.8 3 3.5 
Center Ops. (J) 153 45.3 105 31.1 47 13.9 33 6.8 
Spa. Sta. Proj. Ofc. (K) 66 62.3 27 25.5 8 7.5 5 4.7 
SR&QA (N) 113 57.5 27 15.1 36 20.1 13 7.3 
Information Sjstems (P) 73 57.0 32 25.0 13 10.2 10 7.8 
WSTF (R) 33 66.0 8 16.0 7 14.0 2 4.0 
Spa. & Life Sci. (S) 155 64.8 53 21.7 19 7.8 14 5.7 
Orb. & GFE Proj. Ofc. (V) 82 62.; 27 20.5 15 11.4 8 6.1 
Exploration Prog. Ofc. (X) 17 63.0 9 33.3 0 0.0 1 3.7 
Tota! 2089 5s 9 946 25.7 369 10.0 270 7.3 3674 
Source. JSC Workforce In Prof~le, N91. 




of FY No. % No. YO No. % Total 
- -- 
Source, JSC Workforce In Profile, Ff91. 
Education of Professional Civil Service Employees 

















Source: JSC Workforce in Profile, N91. 
Minorities and Women by Organization 
Minority female 270 
7.3% 
Minority male 369 / 
Non-Minoritv Female 946 -\ Non-Minority male 2,089 
56.9% 
Nonminority Minority 
Male Female Male Fentale 
-- -- 
No. % No. % No. % No. % Total 
DirectorlStaff (A) 
Administratc ,B! 
Center Operations (J) 
Flight Crew Operations (C) 97 55.7 
tdission Operaticns (D) 373 60.9 
Engineering (E) 537 64.6 
Safety, Relaibaility and Quality Assurance (N) 103 51.5 
Information Systems (P) 73 57.0 
WSTF (R) 33 66.0 
Space and Life Sciences (S) 158 64.8 
Space Shuttle Program Office (G,M,T,W) 11 7 
Space Station Freedom Office (H) 8 
New Initiatives Office (I) 58 
Space Station Project Office (K) 66 
Orbier and GFE Project Office (V) 82 
Lunar and Mars Exploration Office (X) 17 
Total 2,089 
Source: JSC Human Resources Office 
Age of Professional Civil Service Employees by Occupation 
(As of September 30, 199 1)  
Total 
professional 
S&E Prof admin workforce 
- 
Age No. O h  No. % No. % 
Total 2399 100.0 649 100.0 3048 100.0 
Source, JSC Workforce In Profile, M91. 

























































Source: JSCICentral Budget Office. 
Note: Excludes equivalents for reimbursable work. 
Civil Service - Full-Time Equivalent Employees (FTE) 
-- - -- - - -- - -- -- -- - - - 
Center 1961 1962 1963 1964 9 9 6 5  1966 1967 1958 1969 1970 
-~ ---- ~p 
Jc . nson Spce Center 805 
Kennsdy Spece Center 0 
Marshall Space Flight Center 5,355 
Stennis Space Center 0 
Goddard Space Flight Center 1.497 
Wallops Station 3G5 
Ames Research Center 1,487 
Dryden Flight ReMarch Canter 441 
Langley m t c h  Cectir 3,287 
Lewis Reaenrch Center 2,756 
Electronics Resoarcit Center 0 
Space Nuclear Propulsion Center 0 
Pacific Launch Operations Center 0 
Western Operations Center 60 
North Eastern Office 0 
NASA Headquarters 751 
Totals 16,744 
Center 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Johnson Spce Center 4,120 3,817 3,727 3,652 3,632 3,613 3,585 3,532 ;,so4 3,469 
Kennedy Space Center 2,641 2,467 2,409 2,309 2,259 2,259 2,230 2,179 2,193 2.191 
Marshall Space Flight Center 5,804 5,341 5,214 4,500 4,113 4,115 3.910 3,760 2.636 3,561 
Stennis Space Center 0 0 0 65 70 70 70 102 104 103 
Goddard Spce Flight Center 4,412 4,061 3,966 3,808 3.753 3,752 3,625 3,575 3,482 3,444 
Wallops Station 488 448 437 420 416 415 410 407 338 395 
Ames Fbmarch Center 1,922 1,771 1,730 1,701 1,678 1,676 1,613 1,669 1,666 1,658 
DrydenFligMResesrchCenter 535 493 483 484 490 498 515 490 480 461 
Langley Research Center 3,790 3,495 3,411 3,375 3,309 3.321 3,135 3,071 3,005 2,980 
k v i s  Remarch Center 4,201 3,835 3,350 3,115 3,025 3,325 2,998 2,921 2,058 2,835 
NASA Headquarters 1,897 1,772 1,741 1,591 1,571 1,572 1,545 1,531 1,505 1,516 
Totals 29,850 27,500 26.468 25,020 24,316 24,316 23,636 23,237 22.831 22,613 
Data reflects permanent FTEs 
Source: NASA Congressional Budget Boot, 
Civil Service - Full-Time Equivalent Employees (FTE) (concluded) 
Center 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1088 1989 1Q!XJ 
Johnson Spew, Center 
Kennedy Space Center 
IIRemhll Space Flight Center 
Stennis Spnce Center 
Goddard Spew Flight Center 
A m  Research Center 
Langky Research Center 
M s  Research Center 
NASA Haadquartem 
Totals 21,873 21,652 21.202 21,198 21,123 21,660 21,272 21,500 22.302 22,918 
Center lssl 1992 1993 1W 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Johnson Space Center 
Kennedy Spnce Center 
Marshall Spnce Flight Center 
Stennis Space Center 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Ames Research Center 
Langley W r c h  Center 
h i s  l3o%xwch Center 
NASA Headquarten, 
Totals 24,026 
nata reflects permanent FTEs 
Source: NASA Congress~onal Budget Books 
Minorities in the Workiorce - Permanent Personnel by Occupational Group 










Percent of Minorities in the Workforce 
Occupation 
-- 
OAST OSSA OSF 
Total HQ ARC LaRC LeRC GSFC MSFC S C  JSC KSC 
NASA 
Science and Engineering 13.7 11.2 16.5 10.9 16.1 14.7 9.7 8.6 15.3 15.6 
Professional Administrative 17.0 20.9 25.5 7 2.3 16.3 16.5 13.9 20.0 15.1 12.3 
Clerical 29.3 53.9 41.6 28.7 19.4 26.4 16.6 8.1 30.5 17.9 
Techn~cal Support 13.4 66.7 18.0 15.4 G.4 13.6 15.2 100.0 21.3 5.1 
Wage System 24.5 100.0 25.0 20.0 22.3 30.9 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 
- - 
Source The Clvll Sew~ce Workforce, NASA Headquarters, 1991 
Minorities as Percent of Permanwt Employees 
By Minoriiy Group (End FY82, FV89, FY90, FY91) 
Total Minorities Black Hispan~c Asian1P.I. American Indian 
au rce :  The Civil Service Workforce, NASA Hdqtrs, 1991 
Women as Percent of Permanent Employees by Installation 
End FY9O - FY91 
Total HQ ARC LaRC LeRC GSFC MSFC SSC JSC KSG 
NASA 
-LA- 
OAST OSSA OSF 
~p 
Total Women 
FY9 1 7,301 938 547 721 615 1,176 1,226 74 1,216 761 
FY90 6,881 867 547 699 572 1,112 1,138 63 1,167 716 
W 8 2  4,620 568 402 515 384 834 695 31 705 486 
Source. The C~vil Service Workforce, NASA Hdqtrs, 1991 
Employees with Disabilities as Percent of Permanent Personnel by Installation 




5 2 5 2 
Total HQ ARC LaRC LeRC GSFC MSFC SSC JSC KSC 
. . ~ - -  
NASA I d -  
OAST OSSA OSF 
Non-targeted 
disability 956 49 8E 163 76 146 162 7 149 116 
Targeted 
d~sability 204 12 16 3 1 2 1 30 34 4 38 18 
Total 1,160 61 104 194 97 176 196 11 '37 1 34 
Source The Civil Servlce Workforce, NASA Hdqtrs, 1991 




1990 1991 1992 
actual actual estimate 





Health and Human Services 








Environmental Protection Age,icy 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Other: 
Agency for International Development 
General Services Administration 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Off ice of Personnel Management 
Panama Canal Commission 
Small Business Administration 
Tennessee Valluy Authority 
Lhited States Information Agercy 
Miscellaneous 
Civilian agency employment 
Defense - military functions 
Total 
Source The Federal Budget, Offlce of Management and Budget, Executive Otflce c: ::-,s Prec~uent, FYI992 
Installation Year-End Strength - Permanent Employees 
End FY82 - FY91 
- -- -- - - -- - - 
Fiscal Year 1982 lM3 1684 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
- 
HC 1.431 1492 1,596 1,383 1,362 1,532 1,653 1,727 1,966 2,092 
- 
ARC 2,041 2.033 2,043 2,052 2,072 2,079 2,101 2,151 2,205 2,263 
LaRC 2,485 2.632 2,624 2,715 2,598 2.663 2,649 2,749 2,728 2,835 
LeRC 2,801 2,904 2,821 2,827 2.814 2,851 2.840 2,864 2,961 2,969 
TotalOAST 7,327 7,569 7,488 7,594 7,484 7,593 7,597 7.764 7,894 8.067 
MSFC 3.332 3,351 3,223 3,284 3,260 3,384 3,340 3,609 3.619 3,788 
SSC 193 106 108 122 123 137 147 183 132 222 
JSC 3.268 3,235 3,227 3,330 3.2F' 3,349 3,399 3,578 3,€15 3,677 
KSC 2,104 2,084 2.067 2.081 2.0: 2,188 2,236 2,423 2,466 2 , ~ 7 1  
Total OSF 8.807 8,776 8,625 B , t r l /  8,703 9,058 9.122 9,793 9,892 10,258 
NASATotal 21.186 21,505 21,050 21,423 21 228 21.831 21.991 23.019 23,625 24,415 
Source: The Civil Ssnce Workforce. NASA Hdqtrs, FY1991 
CAST -Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology 
OSSA - Office of Space Sclence and Appllcat~ons 
OSF -Office of Spaa Fl~ght 
Work Force History - JSC Civil Service 
By Major Programs 
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1992 
Fisczl Year 
MgVOperations Eng. Tech. Base OSSIVOAST Prog. Gern.!Sky.lApollo 
DDTBElOther R&D STS Production 
. . STS Operations Space Station 
Expressed in eqbivalent people 
Source. JSC Corr;ptroller 
Work Force History - JSC Support Contractors 
By Majcr Programs 
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1992 
Fiscal Year 
a MgVOperations Eng. Tech. Base OSSAIOAST Prog Gern.lSky.IApollo 
DDTLUOther R&D STS Production STS Operations Space Station 
Expidssed in equivz'wt people 
Source: JSC Con~ptroller 
Work Force History - JSC Total C /ork Force 
By Major Programs 
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1992 
Fiscal Year 
MgVOperat~ons Eng. Tech. Base a OSSNOAST Prog. Gern.Rky.iApollo 
DDTLEIOther RLD 13 STS Production 
. . . 
STS Operations Space Station 
Expressed in equivalent people 
Source JSC Comptroller 
IX. Procurement Activities 
IX. Procurement Activities 
JRlNG FISCAL YEAR 1992, procurement 
activity at JSC included contracts awarded 
totaling $2,113.1 million with a total of 
$2,690.7 million obligated. 3 f  tbe total obliga- 
tions, 95.9 percent was obi~gated to busiriess 
firms, 2.3 percent was obligated lo educational 
and other nonprofit institutions, 0.9 percent was 
obligated to other Federal agencies (primarily to 
the Air Force:, and 0.9 percent was obligated to 
firms outside the United States. Educational and 
o'her nonprofit institutions received $63.1 million 
db;ng fiscal year 1992; $29.4 million or 47 per- 
cent was obligated to eaucational institutions. 
More than 70 percent of the total dollars oblig~t- 
ed to educational and other nonprofit institutions 
went to three states: Texas, Massachusetts, and 
Virginia. More than 93 percent of the total dollars 
abligated to business firms went to those in 
Califoraia and Texas. 
Small business firms received $148.2 mil- 
lion or 5.8 percent of JSC's t o t ~ l  dollars obligated 
to business. They received 68.0 percent of the 
total actions to business. Minority businesses 
received a total of $26.3 million. 
The top ten educational and nonprofit insti- 
tutions receiving the largest dollar value of indi- 
vidual actions, during fiscal year 1992 were the 
following. 
Obligations Percent of total 
obligations 
- 
Charles Stark Draper Laboratories $1 5,062,346 25.82 
Mitre Corporation 13,022,265 22.32 
University of Houston - Clear Lake 6,858,318 11.76 
Universities Space Research Assoc. 3,657,651 6.27 
California Institute of Technology 1,669,118 2.86 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1,475,773 2.53 
Washington University 1,283,999 2.20 
University of California - La Jolla 1,210,677 2.08 
University of Texas Health Scier,ces (Dallas) 961,861 1.65 
University of Chicago 9i1,118 1.56 
Source: JSC Annual Procurement Report (FY1992) 
Top 15 Contractors in Terms of Obligations During FYI992 
Contractor Percent of Tasks 
total obligations 
to all business 
($2,579,350,000) 
McDonnell Douglas 28.25 
Rockwell lriternational 20.02 
Corporation 
Rockwell Space 13.41 
Operations 
Lockheed Engineering and 8.34 
Sciences Company, Inc. 
Loral Aerospace 4.79 
CAE Link Corporation 2.39 
Computer Sc~ences Corp. 2.1 9 
United Technologies, Inc. 1.72 
General Electric Co. 1.64 
Spacehab Corp. 1.47 
Lockheed Missiles and 1.40 
Space Co., Inc. 
Boeing Company 1.40 
KRUG International Corp. .96 
Canadian Commercial Corp. .91 
Space Station vork package (WP-2) DDT&E 
Space Shuttle Orbiter design, development, test, 
evaluation, and integration; replacement Orbiter 
(OV-105) 
Space Shurtle operations 
Engineering support services 
Mission system contract/SRM&QA 
Space Shuttle Orbiter primary avionics software 
Mission Support Directorate operations and 
support contract 
Space Station SSE 
Mission Support Directorate training 
Science payloads, development, engineering, and 
operations 
Flight equipment processing 
Space Shuttle extravehicular mobility unit 
Medical cperations and laboratory support 
services 
Plant maintenance and operations support services 
Space Shuttle Remote Manipulator Ststem 
Source: Annual JSC Procurement Report (FY1992) 
Distribution of JSC Procurements 
Met Value of Obligations (Millions of Dollars) 
Fiscal Business' Educationall Government Outside U.S.' Total 
year nonprofit' agenciesf 
'Numbers in parentheses are percentag?s. 
Source: JSC Annual Procurement Reports (FY1963-1992). 
Small Business and Minority Business 
Participation in JSC Procurement Activity 
(Millions of Dollars) 
Fiscal Total value Small business Minority business 
year of obligations value of obligations* value of obligations* 
'Numbers In parentheses are prcentages. 
Source: JSC Annual Procurement Reports (P11963-1992). 
Obligations to Educational and Other 
Nonprofit institutions 
(Millions of Dollars) 
Fiscal Contracts Grants 
- 
Total 
year Educational Nonprofit Educational Nonprofit 
























































































































































Geographical Distribution of Procurements* 










'Excludes intragovernmental actions 
Source. Fiscal Year 1992 Annual Procurement Report, October 1992 
NASA Expenditures by State 




















































cource: JSC Procurement Office Support Diviaion/BD. 
Totd NASA Procurement by Installation (FY1992) 
Installation Awards Percent (millions of dollars) 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Johnson Spal:e Center 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Kennedy Space Center 
NASA Res~dent Otfice 1 JPL 
Headquarters 
Lewis Research Center 
Ames Research Center 
Langley Research Center 
Stennis Space Center 
Total 13,478.2 100.G 
Scurce. JSC I I xurement Support Dlvls~onIBD 
X. NASAIJSC Budget Activities 
X. NASA and JSC Budget Activities 
NASA as a Part of the Federal Budget 
By Major Segments - FY92 Budget Authority 
- 
Treasury $293.5 Social Security $284.4 
19.2% 19.9% 
Health and Human 
Services $264.6 
14.8% All Other 
NASA $1 4.4 Government $327.2 
1 .O% 22.1 % 
Defense $294.0 
19.9% $ in billions - Total = $1478.1 
NASA as a Part of the Federal Budget 
By Control Categories - FY92 Budget Authority 








13.8% $ in billions - Total = $1 478.1 
Percent of NASA to Total Federal Budget 
Budget Authority 
Fiscal Year 
(Based on real year dollars) 




1961 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1993 
Fiscal Yeai (Based on real year dollars) 
Source: Office of the Comptroller, JSC 
X-2 
Johnson Space Center Budget by Program Office 
Program Office 
(Obligatrons in milliuns) 
PY1991 PY 1992 PY 1993 
actual appropriation r equa~ t  
Office of Space Flight - Program 
Space Shuttle 
Space Station 
Other space flight research aild development 
Office of Space Flight - Institution 
Personnel compensation 
Travel 
Operation of lnstallatlon 
Engineering techniml base 
Program mission support (OSF funded) 
Research Operations Support 
Office of Space Science and Application 79.8 83.5 102.9 
Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology 
{PMS included) 
Office of Commercial Programs 44.2 55.5 
Other NASA ProgramsIProgram Offica 
(Incl~rdes exploration, SMO external re!ations) 
53.9 30.9 16.5 
Total $2,729.9 $2,825.8 $3,104.0 
SMQ - (Off~ce of) Safety and Mission Qual~ty PY - program year 
PMS - Program Mlss~on Support Source. JSC Office of the Comptrolier 
OSF - Office of Space Fl~ght 
NASA Budget by Center 
FYI 992 Budget Authority 




Goddard Space Flight 
Center $2.1 
14.6% 
Kennedy Space Canter 
$1.6 
$ in billions - Total = 14.4 
Other Centers $3.1 
21.6% 
Marshall Space Flight 
Center $3.3 
22.9% 
FY92 Appropriations by Congressional Budget Line Items 
(Dollars in m:-!ions) 
Appropriationibudget line item NASA JSC JSC 
Percentage 
Research and development 
Space Station 
Space transportation capability development 





Commercial use of space 
Aeronautical research awl technoiogy 
Space research and technology 
Space exploration 
Transatmospheric research anti Ischnology 
Safety, reliability, and q ~ ~ - ~ l t ) r  assurance 
Academic programs 
Tracking and dc?a advanced systems 
Space flight control, alld data communications 
Shuttle production and operations capability 
Space Shuttle operations 
Expendable launch vehicles 
Space and ground networks, communicatians and 
data systems 
Research and program management 
Construc:;on of facilities 
Inspector general 
Total NASA budget $14,352.8 $2,825.7 19.7 
- - -- 
Source. JSC Off~ce of the Comptroller 

XI. Economic Impact 
XI. Economic Impact on Clear LakeIHouston Economy 
I N FISCAL YEAR 1992, NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) continued its 30 year his- tory of providing a major economic stimulus to 
Houston, the State of Texas, and the nation 
through contract and grant awards. JSC also pro- 
vides a major source of high-tech scientific and 
engineering, professional, and administrative jobs 
related to one of America's most exciting and 
challenging endeavors, the manned space flight 
program. 
NASA is unique among Federal agencies in 
that over 80 percent of its funding goes to con- 
tractors, compared with 1 1  percent government- 
wide. This is a major stimulant for the private 
aerospace sector of our economy where our 
nation enjoys a technological competitive edge in 
the world ecor;omy. 
The Johnson Space Center in fiscal year 
1992 directly corltributed nearly $1.45 billion to the 
Houston area economy, or 51 percent of JSC's 
total budget of $2.8 billion. Ten percent of the total 
NASA budget directly benefitted the Houston 
economy. This spending was tor federal salaries, 
contractor salaries and services, utilities, materials 
and equipment, and other needed services. 
In reality, the economic impact is even high- 
er than the published numbers would indicate. 
For exzmple, not estimated is the ecorlomic 
value of tourism to the Center and multiple sec- 
ondary effects of JSC spending. 
Since its inception in 1962, the Johnson 
Space Center has received over $47.4 billion in 
Federal appropriations, which translates to over 
$128 billion in 1992 dollars. For 1991, JSC spent 
$1.2 billion in California, $1.2 billion in Texas, and 
$300 million for c:ontracts and grants in 39 other 
states. JSC received 20 percent of NASA's total 
budget of $14.3 billion in 1992. Over 45 percent 
of NASA's budget for Space Station Freedom 
resides at JSC, along with 28 percent of NASA's 
space shuttle budget. In addition to Texas, 
California is a major beneficiary of JSC's spend- 
ing because most of the aerospace production 
facilities for shuttle and station are located there. 
As an indication of the quality of federal jobs 
created by JSC, the average federal salary at the 
Center is $51,100. The average age of JSC 
enployees is 43. Of the 3,644 full time perma- 
nent JSC employees, 2,869 or 78.7 percent hold 
bachelor degrees, 922 or 25.3 percent hold mas- 
ters degrees, and 205 or 5.6 percent hold doctor- 
ate or equivalent post graduate degrees. 
Of the nearly $1.45 billion spent in the 
Houston area in 1992, $186 million went for fed- 
eral salaries; $133 million for 1,328 prime con- 
tractors located on or near site; $9$5 million for 
11,600 support contractors; $17 million for utili- 
ties and communicat~ons; $32 million for con- 
struction of facilities; and the balance for other 
goods, services and non-federal salaries. Around 
$1 1.8 million was spent for g ram and contracts 
with 17 different colleges and universities within 
the state of Texas during 1992. 
Overall, NASA's FYI 992 budget is less than 
1 percent of the total federal budget. JSC's bud- 
get is 115 of 1 percent. The total 1992 NASA bud- 
get for space station is less than 115 of 1 percent. 
This very small national investment supports high 
tech jobs, education, and critical environmental 
research; produces medical and life sciences 
breakthroughs; advances science and technoio- 
gy; enhances our national competitiveness; and 
stretches the limits 01 knowledge strout our uni- 
verse. 0 
JSC Economic Impact Overview - FYI992 
Total NASA Funding Received at JSC 
Space Shuttle Program Related 
Space Station Program Related 
Other Space R&D Related 
lnstitution Related 
NASA Dollars Fed into Local Economy 
Space Shuttle Program Related 
Space Station Program Related 
Other Space R&D Related 
lnstitution Related 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Percent of NASA Dollars which stay in local economy 
Space Shuttle Program Related 
Space Station Program Related 
Other Space R&D Related 
lnstitution Related 
Total JSC-Related Economic Contribution 
(Includes Direct and Indirect) 
Number of Equivalent People 
NASA Civil Service 
Support Contractors (Excludes Slbcontractors) 
Prime Contractors in Houston Area 
Other JSC-related 
Percentage of Total Work Force by Program 
Space Shuttle Program Related 
Space Station Program Related 
Other Space R&D Related 
lnstitution Related 
Number of Visitors to JSC 982,000 
Source: JSC Office of the Comptroller 
JSC Workforce in the Houston Area 
Fiscal Year 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Contractlother 7.061 7.298 8.378 8.555 9.969 8.937 10.035 11.121 12.999 13.207 13.242 
Civil Service 3.459 3.399 3.315 3.404 3.354 3.395 3.457 3.608 3.751 3.800 3.763 
JSC Dollars Spent in Hous:on Area 
Expressed in Current Year j1991/1992) Dollars 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Year 
Source: JSC Central Bcdget Office. 
JSC and Houston Share of the NASA Budget 
(Expressed in Real Year Dollars) 
u JSC Houston # Other Centers 
(Expressed in Percentage) 
- 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
JSC Houston Other Centers 
Snurce: JSC Central Budget Office. 
3SC Spending in Texas - FYI992 
Colleges and Universities 
Univereity of Houston, 
Clear Lake Eight other Texas Universities 
Texas Southern 
University of Texas, Arlington 
Prarie View A&M 
University of Texas, Ei Paso 
Texas Women's Universrty 
University of Texas, San Antonio 
Texas Tech. 
University of Texas, Galveston 
University of Texas 
Health Science Center, 
Dallas 
Baylor College of Medicine 
University of Texas 
+alth Science Center, Houston 
University of Houston 
- &mar Univorsity 
Obligations in thousands $555 
Annual Visitors to JSC 
(In thousands) 
0 
1987 I ges : 989 1990 1991 1992 1993 
Projected 
Fiscal year 
FYI993 Projects Space Center Houston 
Actuals = fiscal year conservative estimats based on vehicie count. 
FYI991 was affected by visitor constraints (Jan.-hnar.) imposed by "Desert Storm". 
Source: Office of the C~rnptroller 
NASA Contracts and Grants 











billions (rounded) $0.5 - 
\- Virginia 
$0.5 






JSC Contracts and Grants 
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T HE SOURCES LISTED BELOW are valu- able tools in constnlcting the complete pic- ture of the Johnson Space Cecter and its 
contributions to the success of the United States 
Space Program. 
History of NASA 
The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. 
Public Law 85-568, July 29, 1958. 
lntroducticr~ to Outer Space. President's Science 
Advisory Committee. March 26. 1958. 
Aeronautics and Astronautics: An American 
Chronology of Science and Technology in the 
Exploration ot Space, 131 5-1 960, NASA, 
1961. 
Historical Origins of the kational Aeronauti~s and 
Space Admipistiation. NASA, l?ti4. 
kng ,  Dave W.: The Impact of the Manned 
Spa-sraft Ceriter on the Houston-Gulf Coast 
Area. Historical Sketch of NASA. NASA EP- 
3,1965. NASArMSC, dul-j 1967. 
Documents in the History of NASA: An 
Anthology. NASA, August 1975. 
This is NASA. August 1978. 
Orders of Magnitude: A history of NACA and 
NASA, 191 5-1 980. NASA SP-4403,1981. 
On the Frontier: Flight Research at Dryden, 
! 946-1 981. NASA SP-4303,19134. 
The NASA Briefing Bo3k (Brooks Book). 
History of JSC 
Zbanek, Leo T.: A Space Center from Master 
Plan to Occupancy. MSC. 
Final Report of the Site Survey Team of a 
Manned Space Flight Laboratory, 1961. 
Designation of STG 2s Manned Spacecraft 
Center. MSC Announcement No. 2, 
November 1,1561. 
"STG Renamed: Will Move. Manned Spacecraft 
Center to Have Texas Name." Roundup, 
November 1,1961. 
"First Construction Contract Work Underway at 
Clear Lake." Roundup, April 18,1962. 
Manned Spacecratt Center Interim Facilities. 
NASMMSC, 1 962-1 963. 
"Big Move Completed: We're All Texans Now." 
Roundup, July 1 1,1962. 
"Move to Houston Area is On Schedule." 
Roundup, January 10,1963. 
"!khedule for MSC's Clear Lake Move is 
Released." Roundup, Julv 24, 1963. 
MSC Master Move Plan to Clear Lake Ciiy. MSC, 
1 963. 
"Weicome to MSC. Man~eci Z~asecraf! Center 
Open for Public Viewing." Roundup, Special 
Issue. 
Oz!=s, Stepn~n 6.: "tJASA's M~nnad Spacecraft 
Center at Houston, Texas. ' S~uthwestem 
Historical Quarterly, 1 964. 
Historical Origins of ttie National Aeronautizs and 
Space Administration. NASA, 1964. 
Functions and Authority-Manned Spacecrafi 
Center. NMI 1142.1. 
Background and i-listory of Dsvslopment of 
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